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Confederate President Manager of Ontario Bank Arrested For Issuing False
Died In New York Aged
Statement.
Eighty Past.
MRS. ROOSEVELT

TELEGRAPHED SYMPATHY

BURTON

Sub-treasur-

MUST NOW GO

TELEGRAPHED

FEDERAL PRISON

TO THE

WAR IS

CAUSE THAT
TO WN

E DIN

BURNS

United States
at Business Part of Senlca. S.
Wiped Out by Fire
St. Louis. Deputy Treasurer Aklns at Once
Started by Negroes.

Wife of
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DEFICIT IS

STANDARD

LAST NIGHT
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WASHINGTON

FUlijXAlNATION

A

SOUTHWESTERN ENGIXt

EXPIODESJTH

FATALITY

Confederate Veterans Express Several Minnesota Railroads Are
Hailed Before Court on Charge
Their Sorrow In Touching Genof Rebate Granting.
eral Order Issued Today.
,

Accountants and Detectives Have Gasoline Explosion Sets Fire to
Building and Burns to Death
Left Washington to Probe tne
Those Who Were Injured.
Situation In the West

New York, Oct. 17. Mrs. Jefferson
Davis died laat night..
EXECUTIVE MANSION 8ENDS
8YMPATHY AND FLOWERS
Washington,
Oct. 17 President
Roosevelt today sent the following
telegram to Mrs. J. Addison Hayes,
expressing sympathy with her over
the death of Mrs. Jefferson Davis:sym"Pray acept the most sincere
pathy of Mrs. Roosevelt an.l myself.
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
The president, and Mrs. Roosevelt
also sent flowers for the funeral of
Mrs. Davis.

St. Louis, Oct. 17. The Republic to
day prints the following: Three ex
perts working under the United States
deputy treasurer, counting more than
I2U.0UU.0U0 In the vaults of the United
have discovered
State
a shortage of $61,200. United States
Subtreasurcr Thog. J. Aklns stated
that no statement would be issued until the investigation has been com
pleted and expressed the hope that
would disclose no short
age.

ONLY ONE LIVING LINK
NOW REMAINS 70 SOUTH
Mobile, Oct. 17. Win. K. Mlckle,

adjutant general and chief of staff of
the United Confederate Veterans, has
issued a general order announcing the
death of Mrs. Jefferson Davis. The
order says in part:
"With heartfelt grief the general
commanding announces to his beloved
comrades the death of Mrs. Varlna

Ftndlay, Ohio, Oct. 17. Concluding
arguments to the jury In the trial of
the Standard Oil company of Ohio, for
alleged conspiracy against trade, began today. Milne for the defense ex
pected to occupy two hours. Attorney
General Ellis will follow and conclude
Judg1 Banker
for the prosecution.
will then deliver his charge to the
Jury.
BANK WRECKER
Toronto, Ont., Oct. 17. A warrant
has been issued for the arrest of
Chas. McUill, late manager of the
wrecked Ontario bank. The specific
charge is the issuing of false state
ments.
CANADIAN

HAUAN

T

BY

Fish and Did go to

4

ARFIELD1

AT

GENERAL

TORNEY
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The Evenlne Citizen printed the
agreement fif Chairmen. Bursum and
Aleeting.
.Innpu nn tho ennui runt Inn nf thor- elec
tion law passed at the last territorial
legislature. The agreement was cent
to Attorney General W. C. Keid for
BAD FIGHT AVOIDED
his Annrnval and todnv codIcs were
FOR GOOD OF ROAD received by Mr. Bursum In which the
attorney general eendorses the agree
ment and says It is a correct interCnicago, Oct. 17. Leaders in the pretation of the law on the subjects
contest for control of the Illinois Cen- mentioned."
tral ra.iroad arrived in Chicago today for tne annual meeting of the
OE
corporation.
Stuyvesant CONYO CATION
President
Hsh ami his counsel, J. B. Dill, were
in conference last night, which conARCH MASONS
ROYA
tinued until early today. Dill said before the time for the meeting of the
stockholders: "There will be a fight LODGE IN SESSION SINCE 10 O'CLOCK THIS MORNING VOTand we expect trouble but are ready
;
meet anything that may come up."
ING NEW OFFICERS.
William Nelson Cromwell, who is
understood to represent Harrlman in S
Rio Grande Chapter No. 4,
the latter s effort to control the road,
Royal Arch Masons 'lll give a
said that there would be no fight bo
smoker at Masonic Temple this
lar as he Knew.
evening, to which all Royal Arch
Expected Failed to Happen,
Masons are invited. Eight o'clock
holders o. the Illiuois Central railroad
is the hour. By order of High
was caned today it became evident
Priest, J. C. Ferger, secretary.
fight
no
be
would
for
the
there
that
control nf the ivii'ond, as William
The ninth annual convocation of the
Nelsou Cromwell, acting for Harrlman Grand Arch Chapter, R. F. and A. M.,
turneu over to Stuyvesant Fish, presi- opened at Masonic Temple this morndent ot the road, all the proxies for ing, where an election of officers was
the stoci hUd by Harrlman and Fish held.
was empowered to vote all Harrlman
The officers who presided at the
stock at the meeting. Harrlman was meeting are: Gr3nd High Priest Arnot personally present at the meeting. thur Everitt, Albuquerque; Deputy
Grand High Priest C. D. Stevens, Raton; Grand King J. G. Fitch, Socorro;
DISTRICT COURT
Grand Srribe C. D. Boclier, Las Vegas;
Grand Treasurer A. J. Maloy, Albuquerque; Grand Secretary A. A. Keen,
The- case of Ira Hitter, charged with Albuquerque; Grand Lecturer J. H.
grand larceny under two indictments vvroth, Albuquerque; Grand Chaplain,
is in the hands of the jury. ArguE. S. Stover, Albuquerque;
Grand
ments were concluded shortly before Captain of the Host J. J. Kelly, Silver
l he noon
recess today and the Jury City; Grand Principal
Sojourner
retired jut before dinner. At 2:30 Frank Meaning, Raton; Grand Royal
o'clock this afternoon the Jury had Arch Captain J. W. Donovan, Raton;
not as reed
Grand Master Third Veil J. T. Bolton.
Touching a House.
Carlsbad; Grand Master Third Veil
Sedillo,
cha"ged
Trannuilino
with J. W. Wilson. Roswell; Grand Master
unlawfully touching and threatening First Veil R. H. Dean, Clayton; Grand
a house was taken up at 2 o'clock this Sentinel A. M. Wbitcomb, Albuquerafternoon. The offense is a statutory que.
misdemeanor and the penalty which
The new officers will be installed
attaches Is a fine or jail sentence or at the next meeting. Voting on canboth. Tranquilino, whosi name is didates was In progress as The Citl-fcenot indicative of the feeling be has
went to press and the lodge has
for certain of his relatives, was ar- been In Besslon since M o'clock this
rested at the instance of his brother-in-la- morning.
who declares
the accused
The alKive officers will retire in facame early and often to hid abode vor of the new Incumbents, who will
to lnu!t him and his.
be announced tomorrow.
Charged W th Forgery.
Before the Grand Idge closed yesFollowing the hearing of the above terday afternoon three handsome medcase will be that of G. W. MoHher, als, containing the Grand Master's
who has three indictments against jewel, we re presented to Grand Master
him: one for obtaining signature to James G. Fitch of Socorro, Hon. W.
a cheek under false pretenses and B. Childers of this city and to Col.
two for obtaining money under false Maxnnlllou Frost of Santa Fe. The
pretenses. The making of two worth- medal was sent to Col. Frost by special deputy. He wa8 unable to make
less cheeks is alleged in the indictments. One of the checks was for suecessiu. arrangements to be in at$15 and the other for $L'.i.
It is said tendance at the meetings. Col. Frost
they wer made by Mosher when he is a a.st grand master of the New
knew
h.id no ninn y in the bank to Mexico Grand lxidge and his reached
cover tli, in
the Inchest degree of Masonry. W.
It. Childers was a grand master of
Licensed to Wert.
A niai'iae license has been
years ago and
the lodge twenty-timo
Hall, 22 years of file. and is therefore tbe oldest active nat
' grand master.
Honrv T ! .ekson, nued 2".
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Everybody works but Fairbanks,
Everybody earns his pay;
Theodore with his Big Stick,
Root on his homeward way;

Garfield on the combines
Taft. with the Cuban tiff;

Everybody works hut Fairbanks,
he's froze stiff.

And

PROVE AN ERROR IN
BOOKKEEPING, BUT HARDLY
WaBnington, D. C, Oct. 17. The of
ficials of the treasury department have
been' informed by E. J. Aklns, assistant treasurer of the United btates
at St. IKUMB, that there Is pre ably a
shortage In accounts of his office of
about bl,600 and at Jila request the
accounts are now being checked by
treasury experts.
At his request, also, Chief Wllkie,
of the United States secret service,
has been sent to St. Louis with a
view of determining who Is responsi
ble for the shortage. If It shall be
actually found to exist.
It is understood that the assistant
treasurer In checking up one of the
cages In Ills office, , found the cash
short to the amount stated; but on
being confronted with the figures the
ckrk in charge Insisted that he knew
nothing of It, and, that there must be
an error in bookkeeping. Aklns, however, was of the opinion there was an
actual shortage and immediately notified the department and asked for
prompt examination of his office.
MAY

SOME FACTS ABOUT

THE UTOPIAN AND REALIST
f

REID

JJ

Vnnl

.
FORMER SENATOR BURTON
MUST GO NOW TO THE PEN
Washington, D. C, Oct. 17. A man-

date of the supreme court of the United States In the case of former United States Senator Burton, under the
conviction and sentence of violation
of his oath as senator, was issued to
day by the clerk of the court. This
Jefferson Davis, which occurred in the is the usual method and is a notice
city of New York Tuesday pight, she to the trial court that It is at liberty
being at the time of her death over to execute its sentence.
80 years of age. Thus passes away
another of our distinguished Confed- RAILROADS BROUGHT
TO LAW ON REBATES
erates, ana the bonds which connecSt. raul, Oct. 17. Subpoenas were
ted the people of the south with the
household of our first and only presi- served here on the controllers, treas
dent have been wholly severed with urers and heads of claim departments
the exception of one link yet reniian-ing.- " of the great ..orthern, Omaha, Minue
a polls it St. Louis, and Wisconsin
Central roads, directing them to appear before the special grand Jury In
the United States district court at
GAVE UP THE Minneapolis, Tuesday next, with books
and records of their respective depart
ments. , This action is said, to have
been taken as the result of investlga
Into the
tion by the government
charge of giving rebates In connection
freight.
with the shipments of

Sent His Proxies to President

k

ALL NATIONS

6

AND THE

REASON

FOR

RESENTATION BY THE

THE MORNING JOURNAL HAS POSED AS THE SCION OF
E
POLITICAL PURITY, THE CHAMPION OF REFORM, THE ANTI- EVERYTHING THAT IS. IN THE UTOPIAN FIELDS, TO WHICH
IMAGINATION
HAS LED ITS
WANDERING
REVERIES, IT
Triennial Convention of the
A POLITICAL SYSTEM
PICTURES
BEYOND
REPROACH
AND IN COLD TYPE AND INK SUPPORTS A
World's W. C. T. U. Meets
TICKET IT DARE NOT GO ON RECORD AS ENDORSING.
BY
In Boston.
CALUMNY AND MISLEADING INFERENCE IT HAS PERSISTENT- LY SOUGHT TO EXCITE PREJUDICE AGAINST .THE REGULAR
BERNALILLO COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET. IN ITS FREN- ' DISTINGUISHED WOMEN
ZIED EFFORTS TO DISCREDIT EVERY CANDI ATE AND EVERY
PRINCIPLE OF THE TICKET, IT APPEARS TO OVERLOOK EN- ARE FROM EVERYWHERE
TIRELY SOME OF THE SALIENT FEATURES OF THE PRES- ENT CONTEST. ITS EFFORTS HAVE BEEN DIRECTED PRIN- Boston. Oct. 17. From fur nwat, Tm.
CIPALLY TO ASSAULTING THE RECORD OF FRANK A. HUB- pan and Australia and from more than
BULL WHO IS NOT A CANDIDATE
fifty other countries thousands of woAND ATTEMPTING
TO
men Interested in temnernncA refnrm
MAKE POLITICAL CAPITAL OUT OF CAREFULLY PAMPERED
have come to this city to participate
PREJUDICE, AND A "POLITICAL"
GRAND
JURY
REPORT,
me inenniai world's convention of
' in
NEITHER OF WHICH HAS ANY BEARING ON THE PERSON- the Woman's Christian Temperance
union, which orened hern tmw in
NEL OF THE REPUBLICAN TICKET. WOEFULLY IN THE DARK
ARE THE READERS OF THE MORNING
PAPER AS TO THE V the absence of the president of the
worm g union today. Lady Henry SomPECULIAR AND SUPERIOR QUALITIES OF THE MEN WHO ' erset,
the presiding officer will be
COMPOSE THE PEOPLE'S TICKET, WHOSE CAUSE IT HAS
Mrs. Lillian M. N. Xlevprw nt Vnrt- CHAMPIONED. "DOWN WITH HUBBELL1" RINGS ITS CLAR- land. Me., president of the National
w.
ION CALL, BUT SAVE FOR A STEREOTYPED LIST OF CANDI- i. v., and vice president of the
woriu s oouy.
DATES, ONE MIGHT INFER THAT THE JOURNAL'S MISSION
About sixteen hundred delpEatcn at
WAS PURELY DESTRUCTIVE, WITH NO SUGGESTION OF AN
tended, amongst them being Lady Dor
NO "POINTING
ALTERNATIVE. THERE HAS BEEN
othy Howard, Miss Agnes K. Slack
WITH
and Miss I.. Cameron, representin
PRIDE," NO MENTION OF "UNSULLIED RECORD," NO TALK OF
tnclanci. Mrs. Kail Yiiim nf vnn.
THE MEN TO WHOM THE PEOPLE MIGHT LOOK FOR DELIV- Japan; Mrs. M. E. Fernie,
IN HEARSTIAN TYPE IT T nca; iwroness Emily Von Natai. At
ERANCE FROM ALLEGED WRONGS.
Hanson
Dresilon.
PROCLAIMS TO THE POPULACE TO BEWARE OF THE BOGEY- Germany; Franklin Julli
hasowitz. Austria; Mrs. Marv F. San
MAN HUBBELL; PERFECTO ARMIJO GETS NOT EVEN A FIVE- dei son. Canada: Miss Annii Gordon
LINE ITEM IN THE OBITUARY COLUMN. THE REGULAR
I. . A., and Mrs. Domsellar. it
TICKET IS LABELLED IN POSTER PRINT AS "CONTROLLED"
gnay. From each state in tbe union
AND "INSTRUCTED" BUT IT IS CAREFUL TO AVOID CALLING
hree delegates attended. Tbe union
is a cosmopolitan
body
TO THE ATTENTION OF ITS COTERIE
and has
THE
COMPARATIVE
branches In 5 countries Id the
MERITS OF THE OPPOSING CANDIDATES. "VOTE FOR THE
where it is vigorously opposing the
REFORMERS" IS PLACARDED IN LURID DISPLAY, BUT NO
drink t radio and It i eRf lmittt.fi in
DISCUSSION IS OFFERED. IN ITS
LUDICROUS
have a niemlKTshlp of 8(10,000. ProATTEMPTS
TO ASSUME JUDICIAL POWERS AND INDICT FRANK A. HUB- - " ceeding the business sessions of the
great visiting body there win be an
BELL OF EVERY BLACKGUARD CHARGE IT COULD TRUMP
service of nraver In th veatrv
UP, THROUGH THE MEDIUM KNOWN
AS A "NEWSPAPER
of the 'ark Street church and tonight
TRIAL." IN ITS PAGES OF ALLEGED EXPOSURE OF GRAFT
at irenioni Temple, a banquet will be
tendered the distinguished
at
AND MISCONDUCT, A CAREFUL PERUSAL HAS FAILED TO
which
of the Navy Joh n
ELICIT THE SLIGHTEST REFERENCE
TO SEVERAL WHOSE
I). A)UK Will act as toilKt niflKtur
frs.
NAMES ARE RECORDED ON THE
DE- BEDRAGGLED
AND
ivstherine. Lonte Stevenson, an adopt
IT HAS DE- BAUCHED BANNER IT FLIES AT ITS MASTHEAD.
ed uaugnter or Massachusetts, Is act
nig a.s nosiess during tbe convention
NOUNCED THE REGULAR PARTY NOMINEES IN TOTO
AS.
i
TOOLS AND PUPPETS WITHOUT THE COURAGE TO BE 8PE- ANAM'S
KING
GOES
CRAZY
CIFIC IN ITS DENUNCIATIONS. AND AGAINST THESE MEN IT
AND FATS, hia uuiuce
SUPPORTS A TICKET IT KNOWS IT CANNOT ENDORSE WITH
.MameilUs. Oct. 17. Mail advices
which reached here today from Indo
THE APPROVAL OF THE PEOPLE.
china brought another and- more re
THE STRONGER THE ARGUMENTS OF PURE POLITICS, PO- vol' In 2 Htorv of the Hi, Ins- nt win
LITICAL REFORM, AND
APPEAL TO THE VOTER
ihanh 'thai of Annam, showing that
THE MORE SERIOUSLY WILL HE PONDER BEFORE CASTING A
he went to the extent of cannlbalisu
Alter killing one of his wives, t
HALO, SIM- VOTE WHICH, ROBBED OF ANY SENTIMENTAL
mimed bt r bodv to ia rrmkM.i a .
MERS DOWN TO THE PROPOSITION OF ENDORSING THE ILL- served fur dinner forelnir hfa nlnn
FOLLOWING
FAMED RECORD OF THIS WOLF-LIKIN
age to eat under the paine of deuth.
pionie oi i ne mug s wives were dou
SHEEP'S CLOTHING.
Iuii, burned with oil anil miMerte.l
IN THE HEAT OF A CAMPAIGN UTOPIAN FIELDS ARE FAIR
oi In r cruelties, while naked women
TO LOOK UPON; IN THE SERVICE FOR THE PEOPLE DREAMS
were thrown Into cages of wild beasts
'
CONSCIENTIOUS
AND INTRINSIC MERIT COUNTS.
FADE
where they were devoured before tue
"
of 'lit' king. Finally the Freuc1
VOTERS WILL THINK TWICE BEFORE ENDORSING THE PEO- autluiiiti's Meppej in and made a
PLE'S TICKET AS THE EMBLEM OF PURITY AND THE DREAM
prisoner of the king, who has been ad-- i
MOUTHPIECE WOULD HAVE
OF THE IDEAL ITS WAVERING
judged insane.
THEM BELIEVE.
'
Spelter.
SI. i.oiii. Oct. 17. Spelter is firm.
'
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FATAL LOCOMOTIVE EX
PLOSION NEAR ALAMOGORDO
1U Paso, Texas, Oct. 17. A locomo
tive on the Southwestern railroad ex
ploded near Alamoeordo, N. M, tats
morning and Engineer Fred Dobbin
and Fireman E. S. Brandon were allied, liraketnan C. O. Gallagher was
severely injured.
GASOLINE EXPLODES AND '
FOUR BURNED IN HOUSE
Colina, Ohio, Oct. 17. Four persona

are reported killed and several others
Injured as the result of a gasoline explosion In a hardware store at Ft. Re
covery today. The explosion Bet r
to the building and the Injured were- imprisoned in the ruins.
HURRICANE TOTALLY RUINS
A NICARAUGA
VILLAGE
New Orleans, Oct.? 11. Nine lives
were lost in a, hurricane which swept
the eastern coast of Nlcaraga last Saturday, acordlng to advices received
here today. The loss of life was In
the village of Pearl Lagoon, which ia
reported entirely destroyed. The hurricane covered an area of several linn-- ,
.,
dred miles.
-

WOMEN ARE ASSEMBLED
ELECTION

Atlanta, Oct 17. A special frtwa
Greenville, 8. ., says that as res aft
or race troubles, Senlca, 8. C, 1b t
ashes. The work la alleged to be taat
of Incendiary negroes seeking rertnRc
for the dynamiting of negro cobr
there last Friday night. The ftm.
started early today and burned rabidly, consuming the entire bualnecs-sectlon
of the town, which lias m
of 2,000. Everything ia onlefc
this morning although the negroes,
still show some feeling. No arrests
have been made. The loss is esti
mated at $150,000.

-.- -.,

BETS

IS

MISREP
MORN-JOURNA-

L

CLAP-TRA-

Kven the little tilings
show the
prejudice and utter disregard
of
truth in the Morning Journal claptrap. In an effort to create a false
feeling of security among Its followers,
the morning publication stated that a
bet of five hundred dollars on the election of Tom Hubbell was pulled down,
when a "prominent man'' appeared as
a taker.
The "prominent man," who is an interested party to the election of one
lone man on the people's ticket, wanted to bet his money on the decision
of the county commissioners, and the
HuDbeu money was up on the final
result, as should be finally determined
by the courts, If there was a contest.
The Hubbell money is still up and
vainly awaits takers.
Tbe willingness of those on the inside of the workings of the gang back
ing the people's party to bet on the
action of the county commissioners.
with two of the three recognized
enemies of tbe regular republican
party; one a candidate on the people
ticket, and the othr running bis near
relative on the samo ticket, creates
a suspicion, even in the minds of the
disinterested.
Why should those knowing the in
side workings of the trades and deals
responsible for the people's ticket be
so ready with money to bet on the
count made by their judges of election
and their county commissioners?

UNANIMOUS FOR

Not Satisfied

With Bureau

But Wants Department
Like Agriculture
WILL PKOSECUTE DIS-

CUSSION TO THIS END

Denver, Colo., Oct. 17. Discussion
of a bin which it is planned to have
Introduced in the legislatures of all
mining states, providing for t&e creation ot mine drainage districts, occupied the opening session ot the mining congress In this city today. Before tbe congress was called to order
the committee on resolutions met and
received a number of resolutions krnt
only one report this morning was.
made by Governor Pardee, and it provides for the establishment by the gen
eral government of a new department,
to be Known as tbe department ot
mines and mining, with the head ot
the department occupying a aeat la
the president's cabinet.
Governor Pardee's resolution vraa
adoptea unanimously and the presiThis Morning's Potted Bet.
a comOn another page of today's Citizen dent was instructed to appoint
of five to devise ways and
is published the bets posted late yes- mittee
and to report the best method
terday afternoon. Hero are the bets means,
to pursue to secure the creation of
as posted this morning:
department of raining.
I0U0 that T. S. Hubbell will be elect- the national
ed on final results.
$150 that F. Lucero y Montoya will FRANCE LOSES ANOTHER
be elected,
SUBMARINE AND CREW
$25 that A. E.
Paris, Oct. 17. Gloom prevails at
Walker will be
elected.
the ministry of marine here on ac$10 that B. Ruppe carries precinct count of a disaster to the French subNo. 13.
marine boat, the Lutin, which left
$50 that M.
Tunis, yesterday for a plunging;
R. Springer will be
experiment, having on board a crear
fleeted.
$50 that A.
E. Walker
will be of fourteen men commanded by Lieutenant Phoehon, and which was reelected.
$50 that Jesus
Romero' will be ported last night to have disappeared.
j
elected.
The principal hope of floating tbe Lo-tl- n
$100 that J. S. Heaven will be
in time to save the lives of ta
imprisoned men rests in the assistelected.
$50 that Andrews will not have
Danish salvage steamer
0 ance of a
more votes than Larrazolo.
which happened to be near and was,
summoned to aid in raising the Lutin.
boat lies in thirtr
SEVEN 8TATES TAKING
Ine
PART IN PYTHIAS DRILL fathoms of water, and the
New Orleans, Oct. 17. Seven Btates boat, i'artadet, which sank last Bumare represented in the competitive mer in only ten fathoms waa subdrills, which began today at the Pyth- merged nine days, and when she was
ian biennial encampment, and will refloateu ail the crew were dead. Two
powerful salvage vessels have been
continue throughout the week to
which lg the best drilled com- dispatched from Toulon to the scene
pany In camp.
of the disaster.
12,-00-

e

sub-mari-

COUNT

BONI AND HIS

COUNTESS IN COURT
Paris, Oct. 17. The hearing of the
suit for divorce brought by Countess
Ho Castellane against her husband,
count Honl, and the hesriirg of the
suit brought by the creditors of tbe
count, were postponed for a fortnight
today. Counsel for the countess succeeding in having the court decide to
hear the divorce suit before the creditor's suit. The count wanted the litter case decided first.

TAFT AND HIS PARTY
ARRIVE AT HOME
Norfolk, Va., Oct, 17. The battleship Louisiana, bringing Secretary of
War Taft and party homeward bound,
from t uba, passed in the Virginia
capes this morning. The vessel had a
rough voyage up the coast.
Money Market.
New York, Oct. 17. Mouey on call,
per cent; prime mercan
tirni,

tile paper,

I'tlCVfc;

sliver

8

7--

cent.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWC
ticket will carry by a very handsome
vole.
Like Bernalillo They Are Afraid.
. ay m WMkly kr
The democrats of McKinlcy county
Tkt CltUco Pubtisbiot Company have decided to Innot putfielda regular
in this
the
democratic ticket
campaign, but will unite with tho In
dependent voters In tho county and
will place an Independent ticket In the
field. A convention for that purpose
is 1o be held nlout the 20th Inst., at
Gallup. The name of the candidate
for delegate to the Sixtieth congress
will be left blank, ro that cltiren
to vote the Independent
tlltUl Paper f Bernalillo Cownry who desire
ticket can paste or write In the name
City ot Albuquerque.
J
of the candidate for that office whom
tmtmM trim AftarttM DltMtt.
ihev dsire Andrews or l.arrar.olo.

flic IVIMNG CITIZffl

00a00K0
THE TALLEST

4 CaaMy Clrt1t11a.
Cttf
TW larrnt N
Mulct Clrctitl.a,
Ntrthani Arlmm Clrtulltlaa.

at

IN

aViin

lu

For Delegate to Congress

WILLIAM

H. ANDREWS,

of Bernalillo County.

Taos County Republicans.
At the afternoon session
of the
Taos county republican convention
the various committees made their
reports, which were all adopted. The
temporary organization
was made
permanent. The resolutions adopted
endorse the administration of President Roosevelt and that of Governor
Hagerman; endorse the nomination
of W. H. Andrews for delegate to
congress and the Las Vegas platform,
and favor the Hamilton !aw.
The following ticket was nominated: For council, second district,'
Martinez; for representative,
third district, Ramon Sanchez; for
commissioner, first district, Antonio
B. Trujillo; for commissioner, second
district, Donaclano Quintans; for probate Judge, Jesus Ma. Valerio; for
probate clerk, Samuel Esquibel; for
sheriff, Donaclano Graham; for assessor, Maclovio Gonzales; for treasurer, Nicolas Anaya; for superintendent of schools, Lee Hart; for surveyor, Sofio Rael; for delegates to constitutional convention, Antonio C.
E. D. I.ejn and Jose Igmelo
Garcia.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

Painless

tracting

ALL

WORK

f

For Council
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.

.

For Representatives
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
MODESTO C. ORTIZ

For Count Commissioners
8EVER0 8ANCHEZ

J.

B. MAYO

For Probate Judge
ISIDRO

8ANDOVAL

For Probate Clerk
NESTOR MONTOYA.

Sierra County Democrats.
The democrats of Sierra county met
last week at Hlllsboro to nominate a
For Sheriff
county ticket. Thomas Murphy preTHOMAS S. HUBBELL
sided and T. F. Kerr was secretary.
There was a spirited contest for the
For Assessor
nomination of collector and treasurer,
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
J. C. Plemmons winning over Andrew
Gould by a vote of twenty to eighteen
For Treasurer and
Collector Three names were, placed In nominaC. ED. NEWCOMER
tion for the candidacy for sheriff:
W. C. Kendall rpxplvci
For County School Superintendent
Ray Grayson received ten votes and
J. A. MILLER
Charles- Andprsnn
t,. i
men,
o
" oil,,
bitterness of the "fight will lose nit;
the
For Surveyor
county to the democrats as the reDON J. RANKIN
publicans have a good chance anyway
of carrying the county on November
For Constitutional Convention
The following Is the ticket nomiDelegates
nated: Thomas J. Ross, memlier of
H. F. RAYNOLDS
l,B territorial nouse of representaM. E. HICKEY
tives. Fourteenth district; William F.
T. N. WILKERSON
Hall, delegate to constitutional conT. C. GUTIERREZ
vention; F. M. Bojorquez, county comE. W. DOBSON
missioner. First district;
Ellsworth
Bloodgood, eoi:oty commissioner. Second district; Cornelivts Sullivan for
probate Judge; James p. Parker for
L
NEWS
school superintendent; John C. Plemmons for treasurer and collector; W.
.
for sheriff;
Francisco
FROM THE OUTSIDE LunaKendall,
y Garcia, for assessor. No one
was nominated for probate clerk.
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Luna and Taos Counties Nominate Straight Republican Tickets.

Luna County Republicans.
Tho republicans of Luna county
held a convention for the nomination
of a county ticket at Demlng.
the
county seat, the other day. The temporary organization was waived and
ACarr
elected permanent
chairman and A. W. Pollard permanent secretary of the convention The
chair appointed Richard Hudson,' W.
Holllngsworth and F. L. Deljiuuay a
committee on Friianiui
Bum
ami
committee reported the following
as
..u.j, nwifn aeiegaies to this convention: For Precinct No 1
w
Pollard. T. A. Carr, F. L. DLai'mayi
A. Weems, J. Rosch. R.
Hudson.. J V.W
Hannlfun ami ur u,.m...
l.
clnct No. 6, William H. Baker. The
wuu.cnuon men nominated the following persons to the several county
offices: Dwlght B. Stephens, sheriff;
J. KellV. trpufttiircn an.i nu a
collector; N. A. Bolich, assessor; C.
...
prot.ate clerk and
recorder: W T w,,.u.,m IMUIJUltr
,
junge; a. A. Temke, i.uan,!
county siiperln- Ul oi scnoois; Richard Powell,
surveyor: Harry B. Whitehlll.
county
commissioner of First district.
No
nomination of county commissioner
ror Second district. Richard Hudson,
delegate to the constitutional convention; N. A. Hollch, chairman of the
county central committee: A. A Tern-ke- .
secretary of th,. county central
committee. The county ceaiial committee was authorized to nominate a
candidate for the office of county
commissioner of the Second district
and to till any and all vacancies whlc'n
miebi occur in the above ticket.
The principles adopted by the last
national republican convention, also
those adopted bv the last republican
territorial convention, which met at
I as Vegas on
the L'tuh day of September. 19oi;, were endorsed by this convention.
-

OTHER TOPICS OF
POLITICAL INTEREST
Wharton Is a Candidate.
Judge J. K. Wlharton of Alamogordo.
practicing attorney in that town, has
been named as the democratic candidate for member of the council from
tbe Eleventh council district, consisting of the counties of Otero, Lincoln
and Torrance, to oppose Carl A. Dalies
of Wtllard, who is the republican candidate for the same position.
Reports from Eddy county are to
the effect that at a meeting of the
democratic central committee recently E. P. Bujac of Carlsbad was unanimously elected as the democratic
delegate from Eddy county to the
at Santa
constitutional convention
Ke. It was also decided to pay members of the territorial central committee from Eddy county W cents a
mile for railroad fare to sessions of
the organization in order io get them
let attend.
An Editor Nominated.
William Butler of Kai niington, editor of tho Times-Hustle- r,
the democratic organ of San Juan county, has
been nominated for member of the
legislative district composed of Rio
Arriba and San Juan counties. The
republican candidate, however. Price
Walter, will be elected, as Rio Arriba will give an overwhelming majority for him, even should San Juan
county go democratic, of which, however, there Is no certainty this
The new immigration into
tbe county has been mostly republican and it Is also said that the Mormons who number atout 11') votes
there, may vote the republican ticket
this year.
ram-Uatg-
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ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
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DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDREW

WANTED.
Tx

Krl" Calf

North

WANTEI
Second street.
WANTED White plumes to clean.
Miss Bearrup, MH North Third Bt.
WAN TED Man tonciuaround the
greenhouse. Ives, the florist.
pressor.
WANTED A "cleaner ana
cleaning and pressin?
At
Brown's
'
1
Silver avenue.
works,
WANTED A woman for general
housework. Inquire of Miss Bal- drldge, 10S South Arno street.
WANTED Help rurnished and
secured
of all kinds
promptly. Call on. write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silrer avenue. Auto Phone 270
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor
Men and women in each
W'ANTED
county as field managers to represent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Salary $80.00
per month, paid weekly, and cash
advanced for expenses. No capital
or expenlence necessary.
Position
permanent.
Address Northwestern
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
Ohlccgo, III.
FOR RENT.
FOH KENT Three-roofurnished
house, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
FOR RENT rour-roonouse, furnished. Inquire at 234 North Wal
201

109-11-

John FOR RENT Noatly furnished Front
room for light housekeeping,
406
North Arno street, Highlands.
To O. N. Marrnn ana Patrick Kalla- FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
her, executors
and devisees, Mrs.
rooms for housekeeping. 524
Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
West Railroad avenue.
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
RENT Four-roocottage, furSisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn FOR
nished,
at Lockhart ranch. Ten
Memphis,
St.
Joseph's Hospital,
minutes' walk from street car line.
Tenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cm
clnnatl, O.; Sisters of Charity of the Foil RENTPleasant airy, well furnished rooms, with modern improveLeavenworth Branch, A. M. Manda
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
larl, superior of the Dominican Order
Marquette avenue, corner of north
In charge of St. Peter's church
at
Broadway.
Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne,
blBhop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister su- FOR RENT Apartments
in Par
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
perior of St. Joseph's hospital at Alsteam heated, and all other modern
buquerque, N. M., and to all whom it
conveniences. H. lUTllton, room 19,
may concern:
Grant Block.
You are hereby notified that the aly
leged last will and testament of John FOR RENT A six room
brick house, . corner of Seventh
Condon, late of the county of Bernalillo and territory of New Mexico, destreet and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Mattenccl, 624 West
ceased, has been produced and lead
in the probate court of the county of
iijerag avenue.
Bernalillo, territory ot New Mexico, FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
at an adjourned regular term thereof,
houses and flats for housekeeping,
held on the 1st day of October, J 906,
also ranch. Will take parties to
and the day of the proving of said alboard. Apply at 110 East Coal av
leged lust will and testament was by
enue, mrs. isorris.
order of the Judge of said court there- FOR RENT Nicelv furnislied rooms
upon fixed for Monday, the 5th day ot
11.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
November, A. D. 1906, term of said
per night. Also rooms for light
court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
housekeeping.
The (Minneapolis
said day.
House, 624 South Second street,
Given under my hand and the seal
Atpuquerque, N. M.
of this court this 1st day of October,
FOR RENT Or sale, seven room
A. D. 1H06.
house, has storage room, pantry,
A. E. WALKER,
five clothes closets. Indoor toilet,
Clerk.
Probate
bath, barn, large yard and lots of
trees. 208 North Arno. Rent $30,
NOTICE FO
PUBLICATION.
including water. Or will sell reasonable.
Vm. Kleke, 211
South
Department of the Interior, Land Of- First street.
nee at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
two-stor-

Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
filed notice of nls intention to make
r
final
proof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW
SW
Section 4, Lots 3 and 4,
Section 6, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and
3,
Ixit
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Range 6 E, and tuat said proof will be
made before the Probate Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on November 5, 1906.
He names the following: witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.;
Jncoho Gutierrez of Las Placitas, N.
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placitas,
N. M.; Andres Armilo of Las Placitas,
five-yea-

N. M.

R. OTERO,

Register.

o

Wounds, Bruises ana Burns.
By applying an antiseptic dressing
to wounds, bruises, burns and like injuries before inflammation sets in,
they may be healed without maturation and In about one third the time
required by the old treatment. This
Is the greatest discovery and triumph
of modern surgery.
Chamberlain's
Pain Balm acts on this same principle. It is an antiseptic and when applied to such Injuries, causes them to
heal very quickly. It also allays the
pain and soreness and prevents any
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
nottle of Pain Balm In your home
and It will save you time and money,
not to mention the Inconvenience and
suffering such Injuries entail.
For
sale by all druggists.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

The first outward r- - - w
iJUMM j oisoii is a sman sore oi
.iu.imore
As the poisonous vinjs Incomes
firmly entrenched in
the
.
....blood
.... ....
a rej eruotion anncars on tb iwute h, ........ ,.
J
.
aim
ulcerate,
iiiroai
ine tiiairbegins to come out. glands in the neck and groin swell, copper colored
'
i..., .win me uiiMiiunato victim tinds liimscll
diseased from head to foot
Mercury and Tx.tasli do not
Contagious
Blood I oison ; they shut the disease ,ij in the system and cure
remove the outward symptoms for awhile, but when the treatment is left oil the trouble
returns
lhcn the system being weakened from the action of these .strong
minerals the cbsease makes more rapid headway than
before. S. 8. S. is the
antidote for Contagious Blood Poison. It cures permanently
and certainly
by going down into the blood and removing everv vesti-- e
of the virus. It
all
tT.om.
minerals, and while purifying the blood it builds up the entire
system by its fine tonic effects. S. S. S. destroys
every particle .f the poison
rem.m-and
all danger of transmitting it to others. S. S. S. cures Con- because 11 is
perfect blood purifier.
Book with
lUbtructitn-- l for selfTa
treatment and any medical advice free.
bi ister.
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THE SWIFT SPCCtFlG CO., ATLANTA? CAa
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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Capua! siid Surplus, sioo.coo

Prosperity

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN8.

INTEREST

MONEY to LOAN

-

r ) rm

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time:
One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your poRBesslon. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

ALLOWED

,m

ON

SAVINGS

Tt) m

i

DEPOSITS

'4

1

On

With Ample

Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Uallroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open

Evening.

OM ICEns AND DIRECTORS
Luna, Presluent: W. 8. 8trlckler v
Johnson, . est. Cashier; WrrT.
moa
A- - M.
Blackwe.1. Geo Arnoi. o.

Solomon

TWO LOTS
Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain

3LV'

DEPOS'TORY

this week.

Also 5 room house, close in, lowlands,
for $2700.00.

1
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REAL

ESTATE

""""WW"'""""

205 West Gold

"r---

-

I
I

jwapQ

orriCEra and directors

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT ...
FRANK McKEB

LOANS

AN

.

NEW MEXICO

BASHINSKY

&

J- -

-

E ATCHISON. TOPEKA &
SANTA FE R.f.

110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

f-

CrofweU

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

POR TERFIELD CO.

hSLds-V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V-

...

'vi;""

t

.

Auto Phone 678

PROFESSIONAL

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

CARDS

Depository for Alchlutn T
,vF

LAWYERS.

v

Ir M. BCntf.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 P etreet
N. W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Brvan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Oobto.i.
ATTOP.KEY AT LAW. Office, Cron-wel- l
Mock, Albuquerque. N. M.

i

u oama rc

!

$500 000 00
.'$25oio0o!0

Railway company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

DENTIST8.

Interest Paid on Time DeponIts

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Safety Deposit Boxes for

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:- - p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.

RnL Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wor.d

Wc Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Herndon. I. A. Dye. E A altera
F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B.
D. H. cams. J. A. Weinman.

v

PHYSICIANS.
Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Tuberculosis treated wltn
Electrloal
Current and
w
TrQltmnni.
FOR SALE Gleckler's farm, the'best
a.wuw.uu.b fillCU BOCU
day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas.
E. Gleckler.
tjoin pnones.
u.o0 in
FOR SALE Fire wood at the Su- UNDERTAKER.
perior Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
FOR SALE Furniture for sale and
house for rent. Inquire 116 South Commercial Club Building.
Black
High street.
ana Wblte Hearse, $5.
FO R SA LE Two choice lots in t hi
ARCHITECTS.
Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
cash, balance $10 a month. A
F. W. Spencer Room
Barnett
See H. S. Knight.
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
FOR SALE Ixits 3 and 4, block 20. 'hones.
Eastern addition: level, no 'water'
CIVIL ENGINEER.
courses, wind break to east. In
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
J. R. Farwell.
Broadway.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
FOR SALE Restaurant
and lunch
TNOTARY PUBLIC
room, best location in city; money-makinat all times. For sale very
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
cheap if taken this week. Address
Office with W. B rhlM or
" , 117 TlToaf
HID,
Hi2 Citizen office.
Gold avenue.
rott SALii General merchandise
RODERICK STOVt-t- , E. E.
misiness on the El Paso and Southwestern In eastern New Mexico. Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
rajruauss, AlorBe & CO.
for right party. Can ex- Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
plain good reason for selling. Lo- 906 West Railroad avenue.
Autocality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- matic 'phone, 179.
dress Inquiries to thla paper.
MUSIC LESSONS.
rOR SALE The Minneapolis house.
Prof. N. DiMauro, ihe violinist,
14 rooms, all furnislied; incomo $150
per month; must be sold; parties gives lessons on the violin and manKoitiK away.
Price $3,500 for lot dolin. Guaranteed to he tbe best
liiuldiiiK and furniture; best paying teacher in Albuquerque. Any one deproperty tn Alluqurquc. , Call or siring lessons address general delivaddress c. 1). Ward, Minneapolis ery, city.
house, Albuquerque, N. M.
OVERCOATS.
FOR SALKhlrty-acr- e
ranch, ciuar-te- r
Unredeemed overcoats
for sale
of mile north Kovernment Iu- -' cheap at
Rosenfield's, tbe pawn brodian school; two acres good bear-Inkerthe man you can trust.
orchard with all kinds of fruit;
six acres cultivated ground and balAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
ance in alfalfa. Good seven-rooBREAD and take no other.
friitne residence, barn aud other
A Young Mother at 70.
. outbuildings.
For further particu"My mother
lars Inquire of R. D. Lusted, or
has suddenly been
poKtoftice box 158, city.
made young at 70. Twenty years of
Intense suffering from dyspepsia, had
PERSONAL.
entirely
her, until six
SOUTHERN GTuTSarcT'tK; nZZi months ano,disabled
when she began taking
beaut itni i
the world. Get next, Electric Hitters which have completeboys, and Join our correspondence ly
cured her and restored
the
club. Write us tor particulars. The strength
activity she had in the
p.
u. box 15U, t'hatta-iiiMiija- . prime of and
lxie dub,
life," writes Mrs. W. U
Tenn.
of Danforth, Me. Greatest
restorative medicine on the globe.
ruui.J.
FOl-N- l)
stomach, liver and kidneys
A gentleiiiau'B valise. Owner Sets
ii nun siine ai wm. Archer's shop, right, purities the blood
and cures
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
IH South Second street.
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price fOc.
STOLEN.
STOl.h'N
Black" wluvl.
.iTiTaiTt Guaranteed by all druggists..
tirand. Reward for return of
''4 W,.S Uazledine Btrt-ca- .
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
TOR SALE..

1906.

MANUEL

II
II

ter street.

Last Will and Testament of
Condon, Deceased.

CURES
BL00D POISON

'.

I

.

m

B. F.

n.

San Miguel Republicans.
At the session of the republican
ceulral committee of San Miguel
county held Monday it was concluded
to hold a convention for the purpose
of nominating candidates on the republican ticket for San Miguel county on the
instant at the court
Vegas. The ratio of rephouse at
resentation was fixed at one delegate
for each twelve votes cast for the
regular republican ticket last election. This apportionment will give
the city of East l.as Vegas twenty-ttevedelegates and the town of 18
Vegas thirty delegates. The outlook
for a heavy majority for tbe entire
republican ticket of San Miguel county this year is better than it has been
lor many years and it is believed the

I

a
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of people who are

THE NEWEST DRUG STORE
IN THE CITY, AND ONE OF
THE MOST COMPLETE, UP-- ,
DRUG STORES IN
THE
SOUTHWEST.
YOU
ARE INVITED TO CALL AND
SEE IT.

:T::::::::m

.
FffNfclaWAv.
OCTOBER
"lui.c3um,

UW

PJerccssary to You

Pharmacy

Mal-aqni-

COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET

T

CITIZEN.

C?ti2cs Want Ads, Furnish you
Co vvii'A
names tumi addresses

Highland

Full Set of
Gold Crown
Gold Filling

EV ENTNQ

.

of the man wk fhotiid be working for Toot
of tho man ,h, wouid flurlly lend you money?
of the n. .n wo 3 wculd like to buy your hori?
of the man who would buy an Interest In your bualneisf
of tho man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?

of Railroad Ave. and
Broadway is now the
home of the

lapat

(T

-

located at the (crncr

a--

Guadalupe County Democrats.
The democrats of Guadalupe county
ti'yrt
met last week at Santa Rosa. nomi
TIDMI OF tUBtCRIPTIONI
nated not only candidates to fill the
ana rnr hi itnui
..$e.M county offices but also candidates for
fWV W
.......
w mm w aioitta
1M the legislature from the districts of
ttiu k Ml, M rar
which Guadalupe county is a part.
per
month The feature of tho convention was a
Sally by Carrier, 60c
fiery political address
by Kduanlo
Tmm Vram Cmtn will ba daltraraa' fai tha
Martinez,
of tho legliila-tur- o
Mm t
rata W I Mala par wna.
aV Mpm
wna
mtmtk. Im paid monthly.
and one of the eloquent old war
horses of
democracy in New MexiSwiUHj Iitei Itde Inowa 01 Application ico. The the
following ticket was nomiKduardo Martinez, for memwM aaaar a fa Tar br tiatlfybit aa nated:
ber of the council; C. S. Pandolfo for
af taa papar.
anwi mttmtmtf aa) asr
and railtlaiifaa ahnald a. addraaaiit ta member of the house; Manuel Abreu,
al Man
Omna fTjauanwo Couta.hi. Intta. for commissioner of the first district;
vaaaav. pajaaaoaa and upraa aionav ardara Edward Settle, for commissioner
of
aarabla a Um ardar ad tha the Second
Mat ka
district: I'edro Lucero, for
probate Judge; Tranqiillino Iyahadle,
for clerk of the probata court; Itoroan
Colorado 1 5 Casaus,
A vt .mafia IBS
for treasurer and collector;
Manuel 11. Haca, for assessor; I.ean- of
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET dro Sena, for superintendent
schools. Felipe Snnehes y Baca, for
sheriff; rrank N. Page and M. R,
Baker, for members of the constitu
tional convention.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

y
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ng.

bar-Rai-

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
,M
vtf

ir

g
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NO I ICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Bids are invited bv the nndei-idtm- .
ed fnr the boring or drilling of a well
in Ka.rview cemetery, as per specifications, which will be furnished upon

application.
.

.,V-7-ta
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SONS,

Supts. Falrvlew Cemetery.
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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L. B. PUTNEY

I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND. FREIGHT WAGONS
KAILROAD

A VENUS.

ALBUQUERQUE. K.

M.

OOO4KOOOOOOOaoO0OOeoar
J. C. 15ALDR DOE
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO
LUMBER

PAINTCovers

more, loo,.g best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILUiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement Pain
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

0

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

17, 1906.

PAQS THREE,

Lots 8 and T, Block 4, Armijo Broth, Osrcla de Snyder and on the cast by
Lots 15. Hi. 17 and 18. Block 11. Perea Addition, J. 8. Tucker.
17. 8, 19 snd 20, Block 39, Pe- ers' Addition, Security' Warehouse ft Moisea Garcia, Aneelta G. Romero.
Ixits
B.
Addition,
y
Armijo
Otero
366
Franelsro
feet,
Improvement Company.
One hundred and fifty-fivrea Addition, A. B. Uenehsn.
RiipS'C
Tion
facing
less,
R, 64, 63 and 2. Block 4, Ar- more
or
15 and 16, Block 39, Perea
Ixts
Ixts
11,
14,
Frsnrlseo
13
Block
Lots
and
Addition,
Hosonwald jeras avenue, bounded on the west by
mijo
O.
Brothers'
J.
Warren.
Bell.
L.
Addition,
J.
y
Armijo
0;ero
Aa ordinance amending Ordinance
Moists Garcia and on the eist by bea-moLots 13 and 14, Block 39, Perei Bros.
Lots 10, 11, 12, 13. 14. 15, lfi. 17 and
No. 37.
62, 53, 64. 63, 66 and 67, Block
Sylvester, Mathilde Cuneo.
S,
Lois
Addition,
y
II.
Carter.
Armijo
12,
18,
Francisco
Block
Be It ordained by the City Council
Forty-twfeet, more or less, facing
Lots 11. 12. 13 and 14, Block 46, 3. Armijo Brothers' Addition, G. W.
Armijo y
of the city of Albuquerque, New Mex- Otero Addition, Francisco
on Tijeras avenue, bounded on the
Harrison.
Perea
Addition,
F.
J.
Otero.
Otero.
ico:
Lots 60 and 61, Block 3. Armijo west by Aneelta O. Romero and on .the
Lots 8, 9 and 10, Block 46, Perea
A strip of land lying between loi
Section 1. That Ordinance No. 357
Addition. C. A. Hudson.
Brothers'
P.
east by Mathilde Cuneo, Morris
Addition,
Badaracco.
Armijo
12,
Francisco
of the
be amended no as to read as follows: 10, Block
Lots 48 and 49, Block 8. Armtjo
"l"o
Notice ordinance to build of cement
MlllenbouRh.
L.
Ninety feet, more or less, facing Ti
Northern Addition on the north, one On the West Side of Fourth Street Brothers'46 Addition,
by
rr. 47, Block 3, Armijo jeras avenue, bounded on thew-esLots
J?, width the nirtewalkn on hundred feet In lengtH, more or less
From Silver Avenue to Iron
of North Second street Francisco Armijo y Otero
the
Brothers' Addition, Rio Grande Lum- Moises Garcia and on the east by M.
Avenue.
M Bowden, Seanion Sylvester.
from Copper avenue to Tijeras avenue,
1, Block 32, Original Townsite, ber company.
Ixts 21. 22. 23 and Z4, lilocK 8, K.Lot
Seventy-fivon the north sldo of Copper avenue
foet. more or less, fac
M. Gardener.
M. Eddie.
J.
Addition,
Northern
street,
Eighth
ing
from First street to Second
on Tijeras avenue and bounded on
North
Street
of
Both
On
13.
Original
2,
Townsite,
Sides
Lot
Block
8,
Addition,
Northern
20,
Block
Lot
and on the west side of First street
the west by Flf-- street and on tbe
From Copper Avenue to Tijeras
Estate of W. C. Hazledine.
Grunsfcld.
from Copper avenue to Tijeras are-rue- ; M.IjoXa
ast by lands of W. H. Springer, An
Avenue.
Lot 1, Block 39, Original Townsite,
18 and 19, Block 8, Northern
and to build of cement six feet Addition, S. end M. Grunsfeld.
Lot 12, Block 62. Original Townsite, gela Ganlnl.
D. Philips.
foet,
In width the sidewalks on tho east
One hundred and twenty-onS. Tucker.
Lot 13. Biock 39, Original Townsite,
Ixits 16 and 17, mock 8, Northern
1
on
side of North Second street from Ti- Addition.
lacing
or
less,
Lot 12. Block 7, Original Townsiie, more
B. Sonwrs.
G. A. Gillette.
jeras avenue to Mountain road, on the Lots 13, 14 and 15, Block 8, North
avenue and bounded on the
Unknown.
Lot 1, Block N, M. K. Gatlln.
east side of North Third street from ern Addition, J. Motzenbacker.
west by lands of Auela Glanlni and
Iot 13, L.ojk in, Atlantic & Pacific M.Lot 24. Block 7, Original Townsite, on
Tijeras avenue to Mountain road, on
the east by lands of Rosalia Ro
J. Sayre.
22 and north part of Iot 23, Addition, F. B. Relnhart.
Lot
the west side of North Twelfth street Woek 6, Francisco Armijo y Otero AdW. H, Springer.
Ixt 1, Block 53, Original Townsite, mero,
Twenty-fivfrom Railroad avenue to Mountain dition, C. B. Strother.
Itct. more or less, fac
or south Third O. N. Marron.
n the East
Side
road, on the west side of south Fourth
Ixit 1, Block 43, Original Townsiie, ing on Tijeras avenue, bounded on
Street From Silver Avenue to
Lots 19 ,20 and 21, Block 5, Francisthe west by lands of W. II. Springer
fcireei irmn Oliver ayenue .o iron
B. S. Rodey.
Atlantic Avenue.
ArmJo y otero Addition, B. P.
nue, on the ast side of South Thlrd Kreelove.
Lot 13, Block 43, Original Townsite, and on the east ty lands ot Airs. m. s.
North one-hal- f
of Lot 12, Block 30,
Otero, Rosalia Romero.
A. Lee.
Original Townsite, L. J. Rummell.
inn irom silver avenue io auuv; Lots 17 and 18, Block 5,
avenue, on the north side of West Armijo y Otero Addition, Francisco
Eighty feet, more or Irss, facing on
South one-hal- f
of Lot 12, Block 30,
B.
Fred
Lead avenue from Second street to Heyne.
of Ninth Street Tijeras avenue, bounded on the west
On the West Sid
Original Townsite, Hudson and
by lands of Rosalia Romero and on
Third street, on the west sldo of South
From Copper Avenue to Tijeraa
Lots 15 and 16, Block 5, Francisco
the east by Fourth street, Mrs. M. S.
Avenue.
Lot 12, Block 37, Original Townsite,
rlKU "lreel lrora "al,roa"
Doo
ArralJ y
Addition,
James
of little,
Iron avenue, on the south
ot 1, Block 64, Original Townsite, Otero.
l
E. Walker.
Sixty-threCoal avenue from Walter street to
feet, more or less, facing
W. Dooson.
North
of Lot 24, Block 37,
Higfc street, on the west side of Sou h Armljo
on
Original
Tijeras avenue, and bounded on
Townsite,
47,
1.
Lot
Original
Block
Townsite,
Tllton.
H.
w
Addit,
j,
s.
Bon.
Walter street from Coal avenue to
the west by Fourth street and on tne
L. Brooks.
South two-thirof Lot 24, Block 37.
.
, Original
Iron svenue, on the east side of South
jJL.
Lot 13, Block 49, Original Townsite, east by lands ot Ed. Dodd, John W.
Townsite, W. 8. Strlckler.
,
'
'A5Sitton ,A?
Palmer.
Sevens street from Gold avenue to
E. Brooks.
Lot 12. Block E. Original Townsite.
Washington.
Eighty-fou- r
Coal avenue on the east slle of North
feet, more or less, facing
22
an(,
B,ock 2 NorU. M. P. Stamm.
uer mreei ir
Lot 12, Block E. Atlantic & Pacific On Both 8ldea of Eleventh Street on Tijeras avenue, and "bounded on
.l"
Addition, Wilkinson and Eddie.
Yk
the west by lands or John W. Palmer
L.I-M. P. Stamm.
From Railroad Avenua to Tijeraa
t. 17, 18. 19. 20 and 21. Block 2. Addition,
and on the east by lands of Julia Cate-lanavenue.
"
" ' J::
Lot 24, Block E. Atlantic & Pacific
"
Xf Mar- - Northern Addition, S. S. McFarland
ZZT
Ed. Dodd.
road avenue, on the south side
Lot 12, Block 65, Original Townsite,
Addition, R, B. Meyers.
TMrty-eigh- t
quette avenue
from Third streei to On the East Sldo of North Third
feet, more or less, facS. Hubbeli.
Lot 12, Block F. Atlantic & Pacific
.
o.-- .u
-- i
ki n.
rxit 12, Block 66, Original Townsite, ing on Tijeras avenue, bounded on the
J. L. Bell.
Addition.
8treet
F.T?,.7'J,r" .Venu
HigbUi street from Copper avenue to
west by landa ot Ed, Dodd and on
Lot 24, Block F, Atlantic ft Pacific T. S. Hubbeli.
.
,
Tijeras avemie. on --the west side of
A
ZTTa"
Lot 1. north 60 feet. Block 57, Orlg the east by lands or Mrs. 1C M. Trim
Addition, Mary L. White.
"
J
KtntK
"
fmm nnnor avnnnA to
ble, Julia catelanl.
Lot 12, Block G, Atlantic ft Pacific Inal TownBlte. A. J. Crawford.
r less, by ninety (90)
.m
Eighty-fou- r
it feel long, more
feel, more or less, facLot 1. south
feet. Block 67. Orig
or less, bounded on Addition, H. Hunlng.
ing on Tijeraa avenue, bounded on
Lot 24, Block G, Atlantic ft Pacific inal Townsite. Ella Dv Coltrane.
oy. property
tne
Lorenzo
north
of
to Tijeras . avenue,
Block 58, Original Townsite, tssiate the west Dy land ot Julia Catelanl
, on the east Bide of
, Uracil, on the south by Tijeras avenue, Addition, Otto Dleckmann.
and on the ast by Third street, Mrs.
North one-hal- f
of Lot 14. Block H. of L. B. Putney.
ot
east
the
0n
TuSE? avenue oTthTest si
of Trotter and on th west by Third Atlantic ft Pacific Addition, E. I. John
E. M. Trimble.
: reet. Justiano Garcia.
East Side of South High Street From
ston.
7
l -- lr:
Section 1. Tht the above describof Lot 14, Block H
Railroad Avenue to East Coal
South one-hal- f
Lots 19, 20, 21. 22 and 23, Block A,
ed
sidewalks be and the same are
avenue
Third
Tijeras
from
Bide
of
Avenue.
, t J n Mandell Business and Residence Ad Atlantic ft Pacific Addition, A. Oil
,
... .
. m
..
.
l
hereby ordered to be built of cement
Hunlng
43,'
9,
8
7.
Block
phant.
Lots
and
Lorenzo Oradl
!r,.'.: dltlon,
of the width above specified. In acLot 20, Block II. Atlantic ft Pacific Highland Addition. M. A. Blgelow.
Lot, 17 and 18 Block A Mandell
with the provisions of "the
cordance
Coal avenue.
Highland
43,
Hunlng
Block
Lot 10.
Business and Residence Addition. J. Addition, J. D. Torlina.
governing the construction
ordinances
A.
Pom.
Addition.
Pa ft APrlnlnH hv iho Pltv Tiinnlt nf A. Heiiry
cement sidewalks in the said city
Lots 11 and 12. Block 43, Hunlns of
Lots 13. 14. 15 and 16. Block A. On the North Side of West Lead Ave
v
of
Albuquerque and in accordance with
'
Highland Addition. L. Wallace.
nue From Second Street to Third
Mandell Business and Residence Ad- city
Meilro- Ix)t 7, Block 42, Hunlng Highland the grade to be furnished by thebegun
Street.
StUrgeS
dition,
F.
E.
Wlhorpnn
In
th
of
nnlnlnn
engineer,
be
to
Th.t
sidewalks
said
F.
Palmer.
Lots 13. 14, 15. and 16, Block 30, Addition, J.
Lots 23 and 24, Block D, Mandell
completed within sixty days after
th fit. fnnnrii nt tho cuv nf ah,,,.
Iot 8, Block 42, Huning Higniana and
Townsite, u. u Anderson.
querque, NewMexico, the building of BU8'ness and Residence Addition, T original
publication
hereof and service ot
the
Wm.
K.
Preston.
Lot 17, Block 30, Original Townsite, Addition.
copy
on
nemnnt tpn fppt In wiHth nf rto slrtA- - eed.
a
hereof
the respective own42,
Huning
Hlgbland
9,
Block
Lot
R. Bell.
agents, of Bald lots abuters,
or
walks on the east Bide of North Sec- - L L"'8 21 nd 22. Block D, Mandell
their
W.
Hall.
Original Townsite, Addition. J.
on said sidewalks.
ond streot from ConDer avenue to Tl- - DUSmfS8 aaa eiuence Aoamon, a F. Lot 18, Block 30,
Ixit 10, Block 42, Huning Highland ting
F. Trotter.
Sec. 2. That the City Marshal be
Company,
Albuquerque
Land
Addition.
D- 19
D,ock
and
2?L?ts
per .avenue from First street to Secbe Is hereby ordered to notify
.Mandell
Lot 11. Block 42. Hunlng Highland and
the respective owners of the said abut
ond street, and on the west side of Business and Residence Addition, Max On the West Side of South High Addition. J. D. Caldwell.
street From Kanroad Avenue to
tr ca
H rJ- at rifr fpnm Pnnnor avonno tn
lots, or. If they be
Lot 12, Block 42, Huning Highland ting
Iron Avenue.
'ocif J. irancisoo
of the City of Albuquerque, then
ni
THeraa avemie: and to luillrt of ce- Lots 1. 2. 3 and 4, Block 26. Hunlng Addition, H. f. Mohn.
y
In ulrllh fh airinwalks .Aru"J
Auuiuon, max u,
men six
agent
or person In charge of said
Highland Addition, F. P. Johnston
Lots 7. 8. 9. 10, 11 and 12, Block 41 tne
n J Via ooo, olrta
by delivering a copy of this or
lots,
Vnrth Swnnil Perea.
Ray
J.
Hlghlnnd
S.
Addition,
Lot 5, Block 26, Hunlng Highland Hunlng
IjVIb 1J, 11, 19 ana 1U, BIOCK J, r ran
Slrftot fmn THprno iwnni, in Mnnn.
dinance to each of them or to such
nolds.
C. m. Lawler.
agents or persons In charge, or, If
tain road, on the east side of North ls Armijo y utero Auaiuon, u. u. Addition.
40,
Hunlng
Lots 7 and 8. Block
Lot 6, Block 26. Hunlng Highland
K.
Thir Rtrpot from Tllpraa nvftnn. n
there be no such agent or person in
Hlchland Addition. J. D. Emmons.
Addition, F. P. Johnston.
. fTanciscu
na
charge,
Mountain road, on h west Ride of
then by posting a copy hereof
Huning
Lots 9 and 10, Block 40,
Lot 1, Block 27, Hunlng Highland
Otero Addition, C. W.May
In a conspicuous nlace on aald respectNorth Twelfth Btreet from Railroad ArmlJn
Highland Addition, E. W. Wilson.
Addition, E. A. Fields.
avenue tn Mfiiinfjiln mad. nn thA west danier.
lots within thirty days from tho
Lots 11 and 12. Block 40. Hunlng ive
Lot 2, Block 27, Hunlng Highland
publication hereof, and make due reside of south Fourth street from Sil- - c,Lots 19, 20, 21y "nd 22. Block 4, Addition,
Highland
F.
Addition,
Trotter.
F.
L.
Merrlman.
Addition,
ArmiJ
oter
J.
ver avenue to Iron avenue, on the east F,racls?
thereof to the city clerk with the
Lot 3, Block 27. Hunlng Highland On the East Side of Seventh Street turn
Matthews.
sld nf Sn.it h Third etrppt from Silver
manner of service thereof endorsed on
to
Copper
Tijeras
Avenue
Addition,
From
1x319
H.
18
Brockmeler.
17
BIock
nd
Francisco
a copy hereof. And that the said
avenue to Atlautlc avenue, on the
Lot 4, Block 27. Hunlng Highland
Avenue.
y Oiero Addition, F. Mandell
respective owners thereof shall be
north side of WeR Lead avenue from Armijo
61, Original Townsite,
12,
Block
D.
Lot
Boatrlght.
1x313
H.
Addition,
16,
4
Block
and
,15
13,414thereby notified and ordered to. be
Second street to Third street, on the L,
Highland
Lammorl
Matteuccl.
Hunlng
27,
6.
and
Lot
Block
y
Armiju
J
Aoaiuon,
uiero
built. Bald Bioewalks the full length
west sid of South High street from
Lot 12, biock 6, Original Townsite, ot
Addition. A. Hatch.
llallrnfld nvpnim tn trnn avpnnp nn ".orber.
their respective abutting lots of
Lot 6. Block 27. Hunlng Highland (north half) C. A. Hawks.
materials and dimensions and
the
the south side of Coal avenue from . Lot8 23 and 24 Block B' Francisco Addition,
Lot 12, Block 6, Original Towhslte, within the time above specified, and
Mrs. Clara Mobn.
yuwro AUQiuon, j. Haynes.
Walter street to High street, on the "'Jo lyGoettlng.
1 and 2. Block
(south
Wm.
hall),
Hunlng
Lots
2S.
22- - al0
zu.
21
ols
Fran.
an1
thereof the city will, by authority in
west side of South Walter street from
Ixit 24, Block 6, Original Townsite, if the respective owners sball fail
Addition. E. Everitt.
Coal avenue to Iron avenue, on the 18CO armijo y utero Aaaiuon, wm Highland
S.
3,
28,
Highland
Lewlnson.
Lot
Block
Hunln?
post . Ha nf Rnnlh Sivpnlh tstrppt from
uuiu.ii.
It vested by legislative act of the Ter
Lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, Block Addition, Unsnown.
P.nM imnlin to Pnnl nvpmm nn tho
ritory of New Mexico, entitled, "An
4, 6 and 6, Block 23. Hunlng On the West Side of Seventh Street
6
Lots
Armijo
y
rancisco
Otero
Addition
east stdo of North Walter street from
Act ' to Authorize the Building and
Highland Addition, E. Everitt.
From Railroad Avenue to Tijeraa
riajnes.
Repair of Sidewalks in Cities. Towns
Copper avenue to Grand avenue, on
Lots 1 and 2, Block 29. Hunlng
Avenue.
Lots 15, 16, 17 and 18, Block 6, Fran
Loth sides of Temh street fromTlJeras
and Villages," proceed to build said
Lot 1, Block 52, Original Townsite, sidewalks and tax (he cost of the
avnnnn tn Tnllrnn,l nvpnnp nn thA C'SCO Armijo y Otero Addition. H. J tiigniand Addition, M. J. Wilson.
l ot 3, Biock 29. Hunlng Highland J. H. Bramlet.
construction thereof against the re
south side o Marquette avenue from Trotter.
f
North
of Lot 1, Block 7, Or- spective! lots adjoining thereto and
U. 12, 13 and 14, Block G, Fran Addition, M. P. Stamm.
Third street to Sixth street, on both
Lot 4, Block 29, Hunlng Highland iginal Townsite, G. A. Campfield.
the owners of the same.
sides of North Eighth street from Cop- - clsco Armijo y Otero Addition, Fran
of Lot 1, Block 7,
South one-naAddition, D. E. Wilson.
uer avennn to THeraa avenue, on the tJlu Armijo y uiero.
Duly passed this 1st day of October,
Lots 5 and 6, Block 29. Hunlng Original Townsite, C. A. Hawks.
190G.
wet Kid. of Nlntn Htreet from Conner v t tero10, Block 6, Francisco Armijo Highland
Original
Townsite,
7,
Ix)t
13,
Block
J.
H.
Farmer.
Addition.
Aduitton,
A.
Everitt.
Approved:
FRANK McKEE.
aveuuo to Tijeraa avenue, on both
Lots 1, 2. 3 and 4. Block 30. Hunlng L. Ilfeld.
r my tou I ieei JUBt norm Ot l.Ot 1U
Mayor
sid
of V Pvpntn Rtrppt from T?ll.
Attest:
14,
Townsite,
Original
BIock
1,
Highland
Lot
N.
E.
Addition,
6,
t510ck
Wilson.
y
tne
r
Armijo
of
rancisco
HARRY F. LEE, CITV CLERK.
road avenue to Tijeras avenue, on the
Lots 6 and 6, Block 30. Hunlng S. Stern.
PAst sld of Seventh Rtreet from Cod- - "tero Addition, A. kverltt.
Lot 13, Block 14, Original Townsite,
Duly passed this 15th day of Octo
uiocK K, Homestead Garden Highland Addition, J. G. Ruoff.
per avenue to Tijeras avenue, on the
Nestor Armi;o.
ber. 1906.
west 8ide of Seventh street from Rail. Pt Aaaiuon, Meyers ADei company
FRANK McKEE.
Approved:
On the South Side of Coal Avenue
Lots 19, 20 and 21, Block E. Horn
road avenue to Tijeras avenue, and
Mayor
On the North Side of Tijeraa Avenue Attest:
From Walter Street to High
on the norib side of Tijeras avenue stead Garden Spot Addition, Emma
From Third Street to Twelfth
Harry F. Ie, City Clerk.
Street.
from Third street to Twelfth street, nailing.
Street.
(Seal.)
Lot 1. Block 30, Hunlng Highland
and on the east side of South High I Lots 15, 16, 17 and 18, Block E
Lots 45, 46, 47 and 48, Block 9, Pejuroet from Railroad avenue to Coal Homestead Garden Spot Addition, M Addition. E. N. Wilson.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 16. Up
Lot 7. Block 30. Hunlng Highland rea Addition, A. B. McGaffey.
avenue Is necessary: the property B. Booth.
of ten thousand persons wit
wards
9,
43
Addi
Block
44,
Perea
Lots
iDu
abn'tlri' on said sidewalks and the Lots 23 and 24, Block 4, Homestead Addition, C. E. Collings.
nessed
the unveiling of the McCleiian
H.
tion,
F.
Moore.
owners thereof being as follows:
uarden Spot Addition. E. J. Edwards
Lots 41 and 42, Block 9, Perea Addi memorial at Washington today. Two
On the East Side of North Second
Lots 21 and 22, Block 4, Homestead On the West Side of South Walte
brigades of the New Jersey National
tion, Mrs. T. L. Myers.
Street From Coal Avenue to Iron
Oarden Spot Addition, C. A. Bruze
Street From Copper Avenue to
Lots 37, 38, 39 and 40, Block 9, Pe Guardsmen formed a guard of honor
Avenue.
Tijeras Avenue.
Lots 19 and 20, Block 4. Homestead
at the ceremonies.
Lots 1 and 2. Block 31. Hunlng rea Addition, S. Weiller.
Lot 24. Block 1, Original Townsiie, Garden Spot Addition, i". W. Telfer,
Lots 43, 44, 45 and 46, Block 3, Pe
W. S. Strlckler.
Lots 17 and 18, Block 4, Homestead Highland Addition, F. E. Goldsmith.
NOTICE FOR PUSLICATION.
I
Ixit 3. Biocic 31, Hunlng Highland rea Addition, F. H. Kent.
6. 7 and 8, A. & B. Addition, Garden Spot Addition, H. Braun.
42,
41
3,
Addl
Block
and
Perea
Lots
Department of the Interior, Land OfAddition, f. E. Jones.
J. Korber.
Lots 13, 14, 15 and 16, Block
Lot 4, Block 31, Hunlng Highland tlon. Mrs. J. B. Ilfeld.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
Homestead Garden Spot Addition. O,
Lots 38, 39 and 40, Block 3, Perea
Addition, j. c. Clark.
1906.
On the North Side or Copper Avenue uatinei.
Lot 5, Block 31, Hunlng Hlgbland Addition, rl. N. Grunsfeld.
Lots 22, 23. 24 and 23. Block
From First Street to Second
Notice Is hereby given that William
36
35,
37,
3,
Perea
Block
and
Ixits
Homestead Garden Spot Addition. S Addition, j. w. Blackcolsky.
Street.
O. TlKht of Albuquerque, N. M., has
Lot 6, Block 31. Hunlng Highland addition, J. Wisner.
Lots 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24. Block Vann
filed notice of his Intention to make
2,
19
20,
Block
addl
Perea
and
Lots
1, Original Townsite, v. S. Strlckler.
Lots 20 and 21, Block 3, Homestead Addition, Mrs. L. H. Lampkln.
final commutation proof In support of
Weinman.
tlon,
B.
L.
Lot 12, Block 1, Original Townsite Garden Spot Addition, M. Voorhis.
his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No.
Lots 17 and 18, Block 2, Perea Ad- 9112 made April 2, 190B, for the NE
On the East Side of South Seventh
A. G. Otero
Lots 16, 17, 18 and 19, Block
dition,
Otero.
F.
J.
Street From Gold Avenue to Coal
23,
Homestead Garden Spot Addition, J,
T.p. 10 N.
Section
Lots 15 and 16, Block 2, Perea Ad Range 3 K. and that said proof will
Avenue.
On the West Side of First Street From M. Moore.
M.
Li.
dition,
Conner
12,
Lot
Block 27, Original Townsite.
Lots 13 and 14, Block 3, Homestead
Copper Avenue to Tijeras Avenue,
be made before the 1'robate Clerk, at
J. F. Pearce.
Lota 13 and i4. Block 2, Perea addl Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
Lot 11 and 12. Block 1, Original Garden Spot Addition, H. Llnder,
Cox
Hudson.
and
Lot 24, Block 27, Original Townsite. tion.
fownsite, A. G. Otero,
190B.
Lots 11 and 12. Block 2, Perea Ad
7, 8, 9 and 10, Block 1, Original On the West Side of North Twelfth X. Schneld-crHe names the following witnesses to
L.
M.
Field.
Lot 12, Block 34, Original Townsite. dition,
Townsite, Blanchard Meat & Supply
prove his continuous residence upon,
Street From Railroad Avenue
2,
9
Addl
L.
Block
Lots
Perea
and lo.
J. Miller.
company.
to Mountain Road,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
North
of Lot 12, Block 34, tion. M. P. Burkhart.
Lot 1, Block 59, Orlglnat Townsite
M. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgln, Charles
7,
6
5,
Luna
Lots
Dace,
Original Townsite, Lou Lee.
and
Frank Ktne, Mrs. John Urown, all of AlbuOn the East Side of North Second William B. Chllders.
McKee.
Center
37, Block 10, Perea Addition
of Lot 12, Block 34,
Street From Tijeras Avenue to
querque, N.
Original Townsite, A. H. Heyn.
Ixits 8 and 9, Luna Place, Caroline
Neill B. Field
MANUEL R. OTEHO,
Mountain Road.
Moore.
South
of Lot 12, Block
Lots 12, 13. 14. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and
Lots 34, 35 and 36. Block 10. perea
Itesister.
2
1,
3.
Nichols
34, Original Townsite, Lou Lee.
Ixits
and Bowden
and
0, Block 7, Francisco Armijo y Otero Addition. L. R. Thompson.
Negus.
S.
W.
12, Block 41, Original Townsite, Addition, it.
Addition, A. J. Otero.
Lots 25 snd 26. Block 10, Ptrea Ad
STOOD ON THE TRACK
Seventy-si- x
F. W. Clancy.
feet, more or less, facor Lot 23 and Lot dition, R. Turner
Soutu one-nai- r
AND WAS RUN OVER
Lot 24, Block 41, Original Townsite, ing Tijeras avenue, bounded on west
24. Block 8, Francisco Armijo y Otero
Lot 1, Block 10, Perea Addition, IL
A xpeclal dispatch from Trinidad
by
by Keleher avenue and on the east
N. E. Stevens.
15, says:
Uoroto 8apello
Addition, K. E. Honnau.
E. Crary.
dated
Thoa. F. Keleher, Mrs. Emma Hazle- died on0t.a stretcher In the baggage
f
of Ut 23, Block 8,
North
Lots 16 and 17. Block 11, Perea Ad
On the East Side of North Walter dine.
room of the Santa Fe this morning
Francisco Armijo y Otero Addition, dition. W. Hesselden
Sixty-eigfeet and 4 Inches, more an hour after he had boen brought
Street From Copper Avenue to
Edward IxMubke.
Ixits 3, 4 and 15, Block 11, Perea
or less, facing on Tijeras avenue, here from Tyrone, a small station 15
Grand Avenue.
17 and Is, hiock fc, Francisco Addition, C. H. Kimlll
Lots 13, 16, 17, 19 and 20, Block 21, bounded on the west bv Mrs. Einma miles east of this city, where ne nad
Armijo y Otero Addition, Cristofer
Lots 23 and 24, Block 23, Perea
Hunlng Highland Addition, Krawlnkel Hazledine and on the east by A. M. been struck by a westbound Santa Fe
Colombo Society
Addition, M. K. Wylder,
Whltcomb, Thos. F. K leher.
13 and 14, Block 8, Francisco
passenger train.
Lot 22, Block 23, Perea Addition and Wright.
Lots 12, 13 and 14, Block 2, Armijo Supello was
Lot 14, Block 24, Hunlng Hlgbland
ArmijD y Otero Addition, C. L. Cope A. Gaskln.
a section hand . and
M.
M.
Brothers' Addition.
Bowden.
land.
was standing on the track apparently
Lots 2U and 21, Block 23, Perea Ad- Addition, W. J. Morning.
17.
16
2,
Armijo watching the approach of the train
Block
Lots 15,
and
22, 23 and 24, Block 9, Fran
dition, T. E. Gargan.
Ueo Armijo y Otero Addition, F. E
Lots 18 and 19, Block 23. Perea Ad- On Both Sides of Tenth Street From Brothers' Addition, K. Delaney.
but either he became confused or
3,
Block
25
26,
Armijo dazed und did not step from the track.
and
Lota
Si urges.
Tljera, Avenue to Railroad
dition, F. Ralph.
V.
Brothers' Addition, W.
Walton.
Avenue.
Ixits 20 and 21. Block 9, Francisco
Lot n, Block 23, Per a Addition,
He was badly crushed and sustained
Lots 27, 28. 29 and 30. Block 3, Ar- iuttrnul Injuries
Lot 1, Block 55, Original Townsite,
Armlj.i y Otero Addition, Geo. K H. G. Johnson.
mijo Brothers' Addition, C. Weinman.
X her.
U was the Intention to take the
Lota 15 and 16, Block 23. Perea Ad- E. L. Medler.
Lots 31 and 32, Block 3, Armijo wounded man to the hospital at I .a
Lot 1, Block 50, Original Townsite,
Lots 13. 16 and 17, Block 9, Fran- dition, J. H. Pegue.
Brothers' Addition, Cella Jackson.
Lots 13 and 14, Block 23, Perea Ad- W. S. Strlckler.
cisco Armijo y Otero Audition, G. L.
Junta. Nothing is known of Sapello
IxHs A ana B. Block 3, Armijo here. He is a Mexican and has been
Lot 12, Block 54, Original Townsite,
dition, J. to. Brault.
Brooks.
Urother' Addition, T. S. Hubbeli.
employed fls a section hand by the
UMs 13, 14, 15, 1C, 17, 18. 19, 20, 21. W. S. Strlckler.
Lots 13 and 14, Block 9, Francisco
22, 23 and 24, Block 27, Perea Addi12, Biock 47, Original Townsite,
Uta C and I), Block 3, Armijo Kama Fe for several monfhs.
Armijo y Otero Addition, A. Davis.
Brothers' Addition, I. Weiller.
o
'S.i ami 24, Block 10, Francisco
tion, Edith Sampsell.
F. H. Kent.
Fitiy-fou- r
An Awful Cough Curea.
feet and 8 inches, morb
Lots 23 and 24, Block 31, Perea AdLot 24, Block 47, Original Townsite,
Armijo y Otero Addition, Mrs. C.
"Two years ago our little girl had
C. Kent.
ir less, facing on Tijeras avenue,
dition. Mrs. M. E. Green.
Hcnjani'ii
louuded on the west iy landa of Thos. a 'touch of pneumonia, which left her
lots 1"j, 16. IT. 18, 19. 20, 21 and 22. ili Lots 21 and 22, Block 34, Perea Ad,
ion, Joe Oitego.
Block 10, Francisco Armijo y Otero
On the South Side of Marquette' Ave K. Keleher and on the east by lands. with tin awful cough. She had spells
of Inez Garcia de Snyder, A. M. Wnlt-tomb- of roiighini;, Just like one with the
Lots !9 and 20, Block 34, Perea AdBrewery &
Addition, Southwestern
nue From Third Street to Sixth
whooping cout'.h und some thought
dition, Porterfield Company.
lct Company.
Street.
Lois 17 and IS, Block 34, Ptrea
Lot 1, Block B, .Mandell Business &
i.u'rf 1.1 and 14, Block 1", Francisco
Fifty fn-t- in :,ie or lens, faring on she would not got well at all. We
S. C. Morse.
Armijo v Otero Addition, I. A. Dye.
Residence Addition, J. A. Johnson.
Tijeras avenue, bounded on tho west got a bottle of Chamberlain's Ciugh
Lots 15 and 16, Block 34, Perea Ad21, 22. 23 und 21. Block 11,
Ixit 12, Block B, Miindell Business by A. M. Whltrniiil. and on the east Uens'dy. which acted like a charm.
Kr.uic
Armijo y otero Addi'lon, L. dition, Chas. E. Meed.
k Residence. Addition, Mrs. W. G. by Aneelta G. Romero, Inez Garcia do She stopped coughing und got stout
Wali-h- .
Lots 13 and 14, Block 34 Perea Ad- - Sin it h.
Snyder.
and fat," writes Mrs. (ra liUHsard.
IajIm 13 and 20, Block 11. Francisco dition, Peter Brody.
Sixty feet, more or less, on Tijeras ltrubaUt r. III. This remedy Is for
Lot 1, Block 0, Mandell Business &
by Inez sale, bv a'il druggists.
'avenue, Ummlcd on tiie
Arinij-y Ouro Addition, Tlielin Bros.
Lots 21, 22, 23 and 21, Block 33, Resident Addition. F. Palladino.
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Consolidated Liquor Company
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Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACH ECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALC DCALE!
IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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W
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In Hook to outfit tbo

most fastidious bar oomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. S.
8chlltz, Wm. Lamp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the best V'tuerlea,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock snd Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.
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A Perfect God Send
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That Albuquerque is Blessed Will) Gas
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Roo!ing
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First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Our Prices
'

Our Work

are right

is right

.

All Kinds
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices" of New Type faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH! MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
ot ot ot
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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PATRIOTS OR TRAITORS
Theodore Roosevelt Is known to every voter 'In the
United States aa the chief votary of modern republicanism. Less than a month ago he expressed himself In
strong terms as to the necessity of a strong republican
majority In the next national houe. Independent and
fearless in action, he Is a persistent and consistent
party man, and no president has ever held more tenaciously to the tenets of Ills party than he.
Every well informed citizen knows that to send a
democratic congress to Washington next session would
moan disaster to the plans and purposes of President
.Roosevelt, and to his projects already under way, notably
the. Panama canal, which will affect the" destiny of the
nation. It Is equally obvious that the question of greatest Import before the people of New Mexico during the
noxt decade Is that of statehood, and that results in
Washington will be colored largely by the political
complexion of the territory.
In collusion with the democrats tbe republican bolt-er- a
of Bernalillo county have nominated a "people's
ticket" Although this bolt from the ranks Is comparatively Insignificant and not likely to affect the outcome
of the coming election of county officers, the trend of
such a movement Is toward disruption of party Influ-fmand consequent loss of power in territorial and
liana councils. Could this aggregation of the disgruntled minority point to a single name in their ticket
suggests any superiority over the nominee on the
regular ticket, some virtue might be claimed in the existence, of such a ticket, but unbiased comparison will
not only refute any claim of this nature, but establish to
the satisfaction of the Intelligent voter that in standing
ith the regular party nominees he Is not only upholding the militant republicanism of Theodore Roosevelt
and the pnrtjf through which he works, but casting his
ballot for the men best fitted to serve the Interests of
Jfew Mexico as well as of the party and its president.
ee

FEALTY TO PARTY
When the morning paper speaks of The Citizen bs a
Habbell organ or as wearing "the brand of Hubbell," It
uttered a malicious and intentional lie, which the writer knew to be a lie when he penned the words.
The Cltlsen Is the organ of the republican party
and K stands for the regular official ticket of the party,
lieUevlng that republican principles can be maintained
'
only by republican party organization. Could the glorious record of the republican party, by which this nation
has been brought to the very zenith of greatness and
prosperity could this record have been possible without the maintenance of party organization throughout
the nation, the states, the cities, the counties and the
precincts? Had It been the practice or were it the
a few office seekers happractice now, that whenever
pen to want office they could get togetheer, combine
"with the democrats, put out a ready made ticket and
ithen get the support of republicans in their insurrection and irregularity had thlB been the practice, could
the republican party ever have risen to national or
state control? And without party control could republican principles have guided this country to the head

of the nations?

These are fundamental truths

In

the estimation of

Citizen and by them The Citizen stands, and In

The
cordance with them The Citizen has acted and intends
to act. It therefore supports the organization of its
party, believing that republicanism Is the Bpirlt of which
the republican party is the body, and that the spirit can
be maintained only by the maintenance of the body.
But that The Citizen wears the collar or the brand
r the mark of servitude to any man 'or clique of men.
4ft an Infamous lie, as this community should very well
know. Any one can recall the fact that the morning
paper shamelessly sold out recently in a matter of great
Interest to the city, while In county and territorial politics It baa been the most persistent enemy the republican
party has known In New Mexico.
ac-

-

After the full, clear and explicit showing by Auditor
Bafford, made three years ago to Governor Otero and republished in The Citizen last evening, the morning paper
republishes today that old lie that Nestor Montoya got
$19,000 from the sale of the McKinley county bonds, for
which he has made no accounting. Yet the morning
dump-ca- rt
knew that Mr. Montoya received the money
as assignee for nineteen claimants, whose bills against
the county had been allowed by the commissioners or
established by court judgments, and that each one of
"these claimants got his part of the sum total. Auditor
Safford's report not only showed this to be the case, but
it gave tbe names of the nineteen claimants and the
amount of each claim. What can the reader think of the
total lack of honor, honesty and veracity displayed by
the morning paper when, in the face of this documentary and official testimony, it Paid this morning: "If you
could get Mr. Montoya to tell you what be did with that
'
$19,000 of the McKinleye county bond money, for which
he received a personal check, it might be worth while to
elect him county clerk."

j
i'i
Y

The Citizen expressed its desire at the beginning of
tbe campaign to conduct a clean, decent canvass, and it
has endeavored bo to do; for while it has condemned
methods unmercifully, characterizing them In unmistakable language, it has avoided personalities so far as
the candidates themselves have been concerned. That
this has been a matter of choice and not of necessity on
the part of The Citizen, is well known to all who have
reeided in Albuquerque for any length of time. In the
meantime, it must be confessed that our patience has
often been severely tiled by the morning paper in its
personal abuse of the republican candidates. Living itself in a glass house, and having candidates
on its
ticket who have lecords, there may come a time when
forbearance will cease to be a virtue and The Citizen
tr draw comparisons beshall find itself constraint1.
tween the persona! records of tbe opposing candidates.
Ixirduburg IJberal: The nomination of V. H. Andrews for delegate was approved in all parts of the territory. Mr. Andrews has acomplished a grout deal for
the good of New Mexico since he was elected delegate
two years ago, and will be In a position to do much more
during the coming term. It would be foolish for the
people of Now Mexico to elect u democrat to a republican congress, for they want much, and a democrat
could get IRtle. By n turning Mr. Andrews with a bigger majority than ever he .will be in a ixisition to do
much for the territory, and do more for statehood than
could anybody. With the conceded defeat of joint statehood In Arizona it Is extremely probable that some sort
of a dal will lie made for the benefit of New Mexico,
ud with Mr. Andrews there to watch for our interests
H is certain we will get all tiiut Is due us, and probably more. Many democrats concede this and will vote
for him.

The Citizen has nothing to say against

,

THE JAFFA
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W. T. McCRCIQHT,

A. E.

;r personally. He is a good citizeif and an efflcleent
man in any place he may occupy. But Tbe Citizen can
not support him for probate clerk, for tho very good and
sufficient reason that the republican party has a candidate for the same office iu the person of Nestor
ya, a mau as well qualified for the position as Mr.
Walker can possibly be. Mr. Montoya is the candidate
of the republican party, regularly nominated, worthy
and well qualified. Mr. Walker is the candidate of the
democratic combine, which is now working, and has
worked for years, for the overthrow of republicanism.
If Mr. Walker is a republican. It must be confessed that
"be has a very poor way of showing it; and though apart
from his party affiliations a nice man himself, be
is not careful as to the company he keeps.
y

Albert Kelsey, the well known Philadelphia architect, active In the work of tbe American Civic association and chairman of the municipal Improvement committee of the American Institute of Architects, who recently" returned 'from a '.rip to iCurope, thinks
of
are
cities
far In advance
that European
the American ones in the matter of municipal improvements genernlly. "If there are any Iiilladiipbians so
he said. In discussing the subject with a
tocal newspaper man, "as to object to the Parkway and
other improvements proposed for this city, tliey should
visit cities like Brussels nnd Paris. At Brussels, a city
witji less than half the population of Philadelphia, a
parkway loo feet wider than the famous Champs Klysees
at Paris and four miles long. Is being constructed, and
a most difficult problem, that of connecting the lower
city with the upper town, Is being accomplished in a
masterly manner.
"The construction of the elevated railway In Berlin
is a municipal improvement providing for the best and
most direct rapid transit and, at the same time, the
structure Itself has been carried out along Interesting
In the metropolitan underand architectural lines.
ground In Paris the work has been remarkably well
done, and the stations made particularly
attractive.
The way one has been constructed In front of the opera
house commanded my admiration in that It provides for
the free coming, and going of vast throngs without in
any way obstructing the view of the opera house. Such
an achievement Is in strong contrast to the flimsy sheds
on Market street that have been erected in defiance of
Uie law.
,
"In fact, throughout continental Europe the rise and
growth of many cities has been In proportion to the Intelligence shown In guiding their physical development.
Turning to matters of embellishment, the attention of
every' tourist should be called to the magnificent new
glared terra cotta frieze which has recently been Bet in
place on the walls of the large art palace in Paris,
the progress and growth of art through the
ages. The work
done by the French government
at Sevres, and is a revival on a modern scale of the
magnificent majolicas of Donatello and Luca Dellarobla
which have done so much to make Florentine buildings
famous."
short-alghted-
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In our Home Cooking Department we have just received
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BILLIONS EXPANDED FOR
NEW AMERICAN BUILDINGS

New York, Oct. 17. Never before In the history of
the world has there been such a boom In buildjng construction as Is now taking place in the United States.
From all parts of the country ' reports are coming in
which show that billions of dollars are being spent in
the endeavor to provide homes for a population which
Is Increasing by
ana bounds.
Chicago Is enjoying a boom without parallel In the
history of that city. Baltimore has Just been celebrating
its remarkable rise from tbe ashes of the great fire. San
Francisco bids fair to excel Baltimore's record. New
York is constructing new skyscrapers representing Investments amounting to $100,000,000, while in the city
and outlying lioroughs builders are expending an average of $160,000,000 a year In hotels, apartment houses,
dwellings, etc. The total number of buildings through
out the country is close to 12,000,000, vauled at nearly

COTTAGE CHEESE
IMPORTED SWISS
AND IMPORTED
LIMBURGER
BRICK CHEESE
AND ALL KINDS OF
CREAM CHEESE
CERVALAT SAUSAGE
SALAMI SAUSAGE

fffVf

119
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IDEAL ENGLISH COMMUNITY.
The English Municipal Journal publishes an lu'.er
esting description of the first Garden City, limited. This
consists of 3,818 acres of land lying between Hltchin, In
Hertfordshire, and Cambridge, and comprising the parishes of l.etchworth and Norton and part of the parish
of Willian. Tbe scenery Is typical of rural England at
its best gently undulating, green and well woodeif an
ideal site for human labor and human habitation. When
the company look it over, the population was about 400,
and there were no public gas and water services; but
now, through its operations, the community bas developed to such an extent that the population Is little under
2.000, and is rapidly increasing.
.Moreover, the work of
the estate rinds employment for an additional tioo men.
living iu the neighborhood, of whom a'nout Him would live
in Garden City if there were iiccommodat ions. The sup-lil- y
of hou.-e-s
is not equal to the demand.
The io.:t idea of tiie author of "Garden CUies," how-er. was Hie establishment of uhysically ami morally
healthy conditions of life for those engaged in Indus- trial pursuits. He differs from Ruskin in recognizing the
necessity of modern Industrial organization, and seeks
to create a community in which the factory and the
workshop still play their part, while the operatives are
enabled ami assisted to live in pure air in decent houses,
iu a neighborhood where there is no divorce of country
from town.
The idea has already been carried out on
a less grand though hardly on a less thorough plan, by
the Cadlmrys at Bournvllle. ami the Levers at Port Sunlight, and it is pertinent to ask what promise Garden
City, developing on somewhat freer lines than
these,
gives of fu'tillimc the aspirations of its author. Over
miles of new roads have been made, II
miles of
water mains, eight miles of gas mains and eight miles
of sewers have been laid. Water works and gas works
have been constructed. Extensive railway s!dings in direct connection with the Great Northern railway have
been made. Sites for Hie erection of 520 houses, twenty-fiv- e
sh ips, seven factories, a church, a chapel, a public
hall, schools, etc., have been let or selected. Buildings
of a capital vain of some li;2ooo pounds sterling have
already been .reeled, or are iu course of election. Of
these buildings to the value or ti.Iino pounds sterling have
been erected by the company. The present water supply is hiirtieint for a town of ti.ouo. and six million cubic
feet of gas per annum. Both of these works are capable
of easy enlargement. About too houses ire already
with the water supply, and 250 with the gas, and
the number is daily Increasing.
y
vi
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"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDEBS FILLED THE SAME DAY
1HEV ARE RECEIVED.

$15,000,000,000.

The materials used in many of the new buildings
are of such a flimsy character that, in spite of all efforts
the terrible fire waste of this country has continued un
checked, until it now averages $200,000,000 a year. The
National Fire Protection association, in an endeavor to
reduce these losses, makes an urgent appeal to all in
in bringing about better conditions
terested to
by adopting improved methods of construction; it also
recommends that municipalities pass ordinances involv
ing the adoption of an Improved building code along the
lines of the building code recommended by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.
The need for such ordinances was tragically shown
In the recent collapse of a concrete garage while in
course of construction at Mineola, K I. Five men were
killed and eight badly Injured. It was learned after the
collapse that some of the men mixing the concrete refused to go on, saying that the proportions of cement
mixed with the gravel and loam was not enough to solidify It. Workmen said that the work was being rushed
with snch haste that sufficient time was not allowed for
the concrete to harden;
People are beginning to ask, W!ien Is this sort of
thin going to stop? Since the collapse of the Darling
ton hotel, in March, 1904, the exceedingly treacherous
nature of concrete, unless mixed In strict accordance
with the formulas of standard engineering, has been
shown In similar collapses all over the country. The
situation Is becoming so serlous.especlally In view of
the vast amount of money being put Into new buildings,
that the International Congress of Architects, at a recent meeting in London, adopted the following resolutions:
That an inquiry Into tbe cases of failure of reinforced concrete and their causeB would be most desirable
That where reinforced concrete Is intended to be
the greatest possible care must be taken
as to the nature of the aggregate and its size, and also
as to the projection of the steel.
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Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00
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DON'T FORGET OUR
BAKERY DEPART.
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SWEET PICKLES
SOU R PICKLES
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25c to $6.00
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SAUER KRAUT
DILL PICKLES
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UNDERWEAR-$1.-

We have just opened this year's
pack of
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SALMON SALAD
ROLLED HERRING
PICKLED HERRING.
(Ready for the table.)
MILKER HERRING
BOILED TONGUE
VEAL LOAF
POTATO SALAD

EMANDELC

Young Men's Overcoats $10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and

,"
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g CIVIC BEAUTY ' GROWING
SENTIMENT IN EUROPE
g

and Weekly.

citizen PublishingCompany

STICKLER,

EVENING CITIZEN.

3iiniNunj

IE

C. H.

CARNES, O. D. i

Scientific Optician

mn li n an j

;

B. K. ADAMS THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon
Funeral Director

and Licensed Embalmer

CORRECT

M.

To--

St.

Paul, Minneapolis,

Bottled In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI & EAKIN

FIRST STREET.

Sole Agents.

The Midland Quintette appeared at
he Congregational church last nig'ht.
The event marked the first or u series
of miiiiliers (hat comprise the booking
of the local lecture course. The quintette is directed by the Midland Lyceum liureau. . The audience
which
greeted them last night was hoth large
arid representative.
l;g verdict would
make an excellent pre.--s notice for the

Automatic Phone,

Dufuth

AND THE NORTHWEST,
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON.
Commercial Agt

ONE trSSGHl
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Albuquerque, N.
QUINTETTE

AT.
199.

CHICAGO,

visitors, but all the nlce things the
press would say of the quintette is deserved. Their entertainment was a
happy nffair and tho performers easily
dt immstnited their right to bo termed
artists.
Miss Kermnn has a pleasing soprano
voice that lacks no culture. Mr.
basso was especially acceptable, while Miss Hansen, violinist, and
Miss IV Ijuuj, piuniste, made favorable imprtssioiis and were accorded
unstinted applause.
The rather enormous program was
hl.gthened with enehores III the matter of hieh the audience was liberal.
Mr. Marliae is a rather versatile
young man.
Besides being a singer
he is a reader of no mean pretention,
which was domonstrated last night.
Dr. MK'lary's "Mission of Mirth" is
the next offering on the lecture course.
Dr. Mct'lary will be heard on the evening of November tth.
Tol-pert'- s

Frontier Celebration,
Winslow, Arizona,
Oct. 17-11906.
9,

NEW

MEXICO

.JUST RECEIVED

The finest train service to the above!
at the
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- - Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Phis. Vlcksbarg,
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
Evansvllle, Ind.; j
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta. Ga.; Jack- - A choice line of Imported Goods
Fla., and all other points In'
rect from Italy.
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
J THE
Remember, we handle the best
KAII KflAn TIMF TAR F meats and a full line of choice
fi-o-

FOR
ABOVE
OCCASION
ROUND TRIP TICKETS WILL
BE ON SALE AT RATE OF
$11.45. DATES OF SALE OCT.
16, 17

and

18, 1906.
IT OCT. 21, 1906.

FINAL

LIM-

T. E. PURDY, Ag't
RESTAURANT

LUNCH
AND
FOR SALE VERY CHEAP
BUSINESS CAN STAND CLOSE IN
VESTIGATION.
EARLY.
CALL
LEAVING CITY. 303 SOUTH FIRST
COUNTER

STREET.

A big line of unredeemed overcoats
fifty
eveniliK about
friend. for sale cheap at Kosenfleld's, 1H
combined
in a pleasant
sun. rise West Railroad avenue.
lo Major H. A. lleydt of west
'
avenue. The wanton was the major's
HAIR WORK.

Iad

birthday and ho they just
droppud iu to help him
celebrate.
Mrs. Uuiherfora, at home to anyone
Several handsome pestuts .remain as wanting hair work done, every
Wedmementos of the evening.
nesday, at 617 South Broadway.
- ;.
,

marked

Of COMMERCE

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE.

i

1'ty-llur- d

where a merchant, starting: on

THE

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.

experie-

He started within his means, each
year he kept adding a little to his
s'ock until finally he bad the largest and beat store In town.
A bank account grows in the
same way. You can start with a
sniau amount, add to It from time
to time, Just what you can spare,
( lt"s a good
plan to deposit .regularly, and you will find that your
account will grow more than you
had xpected.

,

John S. Beaven
THE MIDLAND

of instances in your
a small scale, became a
success In a few years.

LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75

502 SOUTH

Illinois Central R.R. You can cite a number

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
nce
WHISKEY COLORADO

WOOD
FOR

92.

FROM

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST ' AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$6.50

BIG

Colo.

THE SHORT LINE

COAL

$J.50

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

Colorado, Blh 293
Corotr Fifth and Railroad Avenut
114

.

-

Specfal Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the ctty

r nones

EYES TESTED FREE
FIT GUARANTEED
Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

-

LOMMORI

(In eftect July 1, 1906.1
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. ui.. departs 8:25 a. ni.
N

VC&"iBS:M
Kansas

No. 8, Chicago

rll

Da1"1'68

&

6:45

MATTEUCCI.

We Keep It Up

n:6,Wekeepthe quality
to the highest.
,ieprtl by using

City Ex

m"'

&

-

P

of oor bread
is possible

This

Tk.

Westbound.
"e Rp,i. FlmiiNo. l. California Express, arrives 7:8.
'
.
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
me
LaDor,
Detl
No. 3 California Limited, arrive
TL.
iir: Macaa i v i
j
hub.
ll.AE
ji.uj .a. .ui., uepans
m,
ii:z5
NO. 7. Mexico & California K'mrop.
not only in mixing and baking, but
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
p. in.
also in taking care of and selling
Southbound.
the
bread. If you want the best
No. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:35
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
P. ni.
Local freight train. No. 99, aouth
bound, depart at 5 a. m., and car
PIONEER BAKERY,
rles passengers.
MOUTH riRBT BTRCMT.
lOr
Arrives From 8outh.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:J
a in.
THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
No. 1 runs direct to Loi Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
v
C
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
T. E. PURXT, Agent.
U. E. CALLOWAY, Manager.
m

'

-

RLJn
1 1

m

WEDNESDAY,

OtTOBER

ALliUQUEKQUJS

17, 1906.

EVENING

.

"Field vs. Clnrk,

'Kinney vs. Zlniplema.i,

Evening Citizen

Lie, Especially in This Campaign.
The Rv nlnn Citizen publishes he-- poes or taxation were reduced in Her- - loss ly rreatlon of new counties,
A yreat parade, was made last Sat-ie- s
low a tabulated statement of the lev- - nnllllo county between 1896 and 1904.,
of taxeB in Bernalillo county, and because the higher valuations in 189G. unlay niuht at the opera house over
the nurnoses for whirh thev were and hefore, made the taxpayers of Ber" the amount of money on hand for
1

j
'

nalillo county pay an undue propor-covere- d county purposes. The orator forgot
territorial taxf s as compared to call attention to the fact that the
with other counties. It was for the levy lor county purposes under the
purpose of properly and Justly pro-th- e tJutierrez hoard of county commissiontecting the taxpayers of Bernalillo ers was $2.05 per $100 and under the
county as to territorial taxation.
Crunsfeld hoard $2.90, making an in- and N, B. crease of the amount assessed of over
The Democrat-Journa- l
only $3,163,800; in 1905, $3,306,124; In Field cite and refer only to percentage $31,000 for county purposes,
,ir,'( n
t, i ni.i i,,
1906, $3,700,649. In 1896 upon a levy of taxation, the rer ent levied : not
of $1.40 per $100, the amount, of taxes Mo the amount of taxes nssessed in depends upon who handles them and
assessed for county general purposes aonars ana cents.
for wmit purpose they are presented,
was $100,003.92. In 1901. the last. It is also glaringly unfair and mis-- i The older residents of Bernalillo coun- or the leading to take the total levy for all ty will properly appreciate the tirades
year of the administration
of purposes, including territorial and city of the Democrat-Journa- l
hoard of county commissioners,
and the demWhich T. C. Gutierrez was chairman, taxes, for the purpose of showing mis-th- e ocratic orator supporting the bolting
valuation was S3.163.800; the levy manaRement of county affairs. For republicans for the purpose of electwas $2.05 on the $1U0, and the taxes example, the city taxes assessed in ing "Boss" Marron'b candidate for
assessed amounted to $64,857.99. It 1896 were $34,779.83. They Increased treasurer and collector. The Even-wi- ll
thus be seen that the actual as-- 1 from year to year, until 1906, when 'ing Citizen commends the hone6t and
sessment was 35 per cent lesB in 1904, they amount to $76,781.01.
voters, w ho have more re- the last year thnt a
Hubbell
become citizens of Albuquerque,
The creating of the counties of
board or county commissioners man- - Kinley and Sandoval nave not appre-age- d to a consideration of the following
the affairs of Bernalillo county, iclalily affected these propositions,
table in connection with these oratorIn 1898.
cause the Increase In property in Ber- - ical efforts and the publications of
The valuations of property for pur-- nalluo county has more than offset the the Democrat-Journa- l:
the period
Field In his
apeech tae other night. From this
statement it will lie seen that in 1896
assessed valuation nf nroDertv In
Bernalillo county for nurnoses of tax-- !
in ion was 17,143.171.
In 1904 it was
to

189S

190fi,

Hon of

by Attorney

t,

j

'

be-tha-n

..)

1

Comparative Statement of Valuations

Levies

County, From 1890 to 1906, Inclusive

Bernalillo

for

Valuation Ter'tl. County City
Momy Receivable
Levy Levy Ievy Territorial County City

Vear
1896

and

$7,143,171
7,395,184

.'

1897

$ .78

5,719,i(5

1898
1899
1900

....

1901
1902
1903
1904

1905
1906

NOTE:

In

assessment for

4,644,635
5,815,859
3,838,778
3,893,585
2,889,257
3,163,800
3,306,124
3,700,049

1900,

$1.40
1.40
1.55
1.95
2.42
2.40

1.08
1.08
1.24
1.41
1.43
1.40
1.51
1.50
1.50
1.40

there

$55,371.45
79,868.06
61,768.17
57,593.13
79,205.32
54,894.53
54,916.24
45,137.78
44,293.25
49,591.36
51,808.39

$1.55
1.55
1.55
1.60
1.91
1.90
2.17

2.25

2.25

2.04
2.05

2.50

2.90

2.50

2.86

2.50

$34,779.83
43,751.95
36,468.54
32.288.53
33.400.38
40,484.14'
47,549.92
52,639.60
63,419.07
67,364.70

$10 1,003.92

118,599.35
8S.907.48
90,653.91
132.408.74
92.192.16
87.619.10
5S.320.65
64,857 99
95,942.90
106,027.26

is included additional assessments

u

Total
Levy

Total
Receivable

$3.73
4.03
4.18
4.79
5.74
5.73

$190,155.20
198.46?.41
187.144.99
180,535.57
245,014.44
187.570.83
190,085.26
156,098.03

76,781.1.x

5.82
5.80
6.05
6.90

172 570.31

212,88.96

6.76

234 616 66

of Land Grants for the years

1898-189-

pound and the wage earners were HI
paid, while under the McKlnley and SYNOPSIS
OF
other republican administrations wool
has been worth steadily from fifteen
cents to twenty-fivcents per pound
JOURNAL TO HAVE
IRA
ABBOTT'S
and the wage earners are paid tjust
and ample wages. That was reason
enough for me and I do not desire
the Democrat to show me any differ- LIED
ent.
Wpon the division of the county of
j
Bernalillo into two counties
which
are now
as Bernalillo and
He Stands on His Record Sandoval, constituted
I will only say that at the In the Aatter of Redisricting
question
time
the
came up there were
When a Member of the Legthe Territory and it Upin my hands from different portions of
the then county of Bernalillo dozens
islative House.
holds Gov. Hagerman.
of petitions pro and con upon the division, and I and others Interested in
the matter waited until the situaIn the course of his opinion susTo the People of Bernalil'o Ccunty tion crystalized and we ascertained
the wishes of the majority and the di- taining the action of Governor Hagerand City of Albuquerque.
There was man in the reapportionment of the
in its rabid vision was consummated.
The Morning-Journno coercion In the matter as the Dem- territory for legislative purposes, in
efforts 4,o damage the republican ocrat
intimates.
the injunction suit brought by Hon.
county ticket at the approaching elecThe Democrat charges me with vot- T. B. Catron, Judge Abbott held that
tion deliberately lies as to facts conit was a political right that the
nected with candidates on said ticket, ing for 1Joint Resolutions No. 1 and as
was seeking to protect,
dlil. as it lb done in every plaintiff
not for the purpose of in any way or No. 7.
manner helping the interests of the legislature every two years for the equity would not afford him relief.
people or taxpayers of this county, payment or tne necessary expenses of The court then said:
"In my view, therefore, the plainttne session, which expens-terest- s
because said paper has no other in- - conducting
at heart than those which hen- - es :" calculated by a committee on iff is not in court on tenable ground,
ent the close corporation to which it 11finance and submitted in the form of but assuming, as I well may from the
resolut ion, and in the last council ability and high professional standing
belongs body and soul, as everybody
of the plaintiff and his associate
knows, and to ;.he ciueries of disyrun- - '!t'Ven members voted i.i favor, I
counsel in the case, that my concludemocrats who would under the "eve.
As lo tlltJ investigation of the above sion may not bo sound, and believing
guise of reformers and purists deceive
the people, destroy tho republican expenses required by Hon. Thomas H. that the public interest may be servparty if they can and ride into power. Catron, of Santa Ke, in a resolution ed by a Judicial examination of the
in tne nrsl place it makes tne as- - ""'1" "c imruuuixu ror me purpose validity of the apportionment of Septoundlng (?) charge against me that I will state and will nroVe It r- - iv ih. tember 6, I have determined not to
base my decision of this cause wholly
I am a friend of the Hubbells. Well, minutes of the Council Journal bearI am, and have been for years, and I ing upon the vote of the question, on the matters of form and procedure
esteem their friendship as well as I that I and Mr. Cutron, alone, voted In already referred to, but to inquire indo that of any other good friend oi favor of thf resolution to Investigate. to the merits of the case as if they
mine in this city or in New Mexico, jheiefore the Democrat maliciously were unquestionably open for considKU
to try
Injure my eration on the pleadings.
but what ol that, Is there anv law
validity of the apportionment
that .prohibits a man from being a chances in the present political con- - in "The
question is challenged on two geni am running
irlend of the HubbellsT If there is I' vot
for pro- am willing to take my medicine and uaie cierK on the republican ticket eral grounds: First, that the statute
which purports to authorize an ap- lift punished for being sincere to my aarainst Mr. Walker.
The Democrat also statea fiiui I I'oriionment by the governor at the
friends. What has that got to do with
a man's qualification for office or the, vted for the resolution appropriating territory under certain circumstances
manner in which he may discharge his $4,000 voted in favor of members of ia vold 8 heing an attempt to dele- duties? The Democrat-Journa- l
has ,iiie legislature. In chunks of $100 to " e power which by the organic act
many friends who perhaps are not ap each member, for alleged visl's of was conferred on the legislative
to territorial
institutions. SPmb,y alone; and, second, that, even
proved of by many people, and yet
there is no statute that nrohlbils the!and adds, "Mr. Montova receive.) one lf ,ne statute is valid, some nf lt es- checks." Which assertion Is sen,llJ Provisions were disregarded
Jourcal from having the friends whom of
deliberate falsehood, made out of a"", lHleye In the apportionment
it pleases or Its being true to them, awhole
cloth, without any foundation of SeP,eniber 6,
,
as friends Bhould be.
It chargos me with havW been "x truth and in fact. Intended bvj the
many years ago a Bryan democrat.
managers as a po- "The maxim that delegated powers,
,
Well, that is another
unpardonable uuZ iJ'. hurt me In the race. For can not be .t,.leirate,i i,
..
malicious
and!,hfl
sin in the eyes ot the Democrat.
and vicious blunder the ercised by the nerson .
u
will
if I was, have I not the great Ameri- l'nucrat
due time be made whom it is conferred which I
can privilege of changing my views ! ! answer, as it is a slander and a ed in favor of the plaintiff'.
m !
upon that or any other question which "bf!l
me
Ionintended to damago Hon, conies down from the common
as a candidate and for tho benefit m
I mav see fit? or is there any statute
and nas been much worn away
I will say that I
which prohibits that also, in that case OI n,v opponent.
as applied to legislative bodies. In Its
how many thousands, nay millions, "ever was a member of any commit-wh- o descent along
appointed to examine tho territo- to the present the current of events
may be as guilty as I am. Does
day. If it was ever
Institutions
rial detract from a man's qualiticaat the last session by aken literally in
thati connection It
Hons for holding office? lint If the!1"' 1 resident Mr. Clark, as I leanest
a
Idnir
.i
nnn
1 ".?..
'rUNKU 'o nave that force
e,t him n,.rnnii
.
Journal desires .,,..,
to kiujw why I clian
t uiier In -ii., l iu ai)fuiiii
iiiu
i
.,l
on anv mich w',,,,,L,t.r-.'....- :initeu
i...
.. m.,
.. . v!..n.u
... n t, .,,,wii tin,
.,,n..itt.. t(a.. . ...,. ic......
fcMilll'N
A
n,l uie
lilllll illlll,i to romo
,nl'ivpowt has
,.. U'lllir.k
,
. '
hnmt. nn.l t.ttr,.i f 0.,, - i i,
Iherefore ln.oi.m,. a .McKinlev .., i. .....
'
bodies, habitually
- IL..
J
Hear., I will inform the Journal with
iie uui, anci nev- - delegated
o municlnalities
"""ii
f,,r the
out going into details, that on acuram oi any
"one hundred dollar purposes of local government,
and to
count of home interests on n,H wo d .chunks" or any other kind of chunks portions of the people
question, which Is th vital question until long afterward bv rumor and the shape of permission themselves in
to accept or
for New Mexicans I changed my view newspaper articles.
Yet ibis mali
i eject local option
laws,
for under democratic tariff ihe pio.l- - cious writer has me appear as being "In recent
times
duties of let-is-with "('luniks of malice In is alive liodies have the
us nurii! umy Jive cents per brib.-ui i
loniiir,!.-,ln'cn
mint", for niirnoscs
..hm,. in.ii. through the Increase oft..
population
cale.l.
and the much greater
And Ananias
on and says: volume and complexion increase In the
of modern afMr. Montoya lias tne honor to edit fairs,
that it bus become more and
Frank A. Hubbell s paper. I.a Bandera, more the
practice
congress,
of
the lewhich is treu and It is also true that gislatures
of tho states an. even lie

PROVES

TOYA

IHE

rexas

"Territory vs. Scott, 3 Dak., :',;,7.
"People vs. Raynolds, 5 dillnmn 1.
"1 Lewis' Sutherland Slut. Cons.,
Sees. 87, 89. 94 and 95.
"In State vs. Burdge, 96 Wis, the
court says on this question:
" 'The true test and ilist'nction
whether A power is strictly legislat
ive, or whether it Is administrative
and merely relates to tne execution of
the. statute law Is between the dele.
gntlon of power to make the law
neosarlly Involves a di.srre- Ion as jto what it shall be Hnd con- fenlng authority and discretion as to
its execution to be exercised under
and In pursuance of the law. The
first can not be done; to the latter no
valid objection can be made.'
"The apportionment in question in
my opinion meets that test. It H not
so much a law as something done in
executinn of a law."
The court then Bays that long
by the people, the executive and the legislature in the law under which this apportionment and the
preceding one were made was entitled
to greHt weight, and cites authorities
in support of that proposition, and
then proceeds:
"To what has been said in favor of
Its validity may well be added that
its authors exhibited great sagacity
In imposing upon the governor the
duty of making an apportionment in
case it should fail to do bo.
"The bickerings. Jealousies, tricks
and sometimes frauds of legislatures
in making apportionment
of the kind
in different states ot the Union, are
embalmed in many court reports and
one of them at least has becomu celebrated in literature. It could hardly
be otherwise.
There probably never
was a legislature anywhere without
some members desiring,

Presents Facts as They Appear and Figures Do Not

levied from

36
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SHOWING THAT FIELD FALSIFIED THE RECORDS
Night--Th- e

143 U. S. Ueports

659.

SOME FIGURES FROM THE ASSESSOR'S ROOKS

In His Speech Last Saturday
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JUDGE
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apportionment Is to introduce at once
the disturbing element of, strong self- interest.
The desire for party sue- cess and for local advantage also ou- erate against the making of fair apportionments by such bodies, and Indeed against their readily agreeing
on any apportionment whatever.
Besides, the length of the legislative
session in this territory is by law
fixed within the limits so narrow that
it would be almost or quite linpracti- able for any legiulature to complete
on ni,ui iiumiit-hi UI1.V. session III
addition to Its usual necessary busl- ness
"On the other hand, the governor
of the territory, fro mthe nature and
tenure, of his office, is In a position
to make an apportionment after due
investigation and deliberation, unbiased by considerations such as It has
been suggested would be likely to
stand In the way of like fair and well
considered action by the legislature.
"The fact that any succeeding
assembly could 4iave repealed the law In question, b'it that each
has failed to do bo, and 'that no apportionment, ag It appears", in thj history of the territory has been made
legit-

-dative

PAGE FIVE.

directly by the legislature. Indicates
a general satisfaction with the ;aw
and ncnnlescence In- - Its working.
which, as has already been suggest
ed, Is entitled to weicht in favor of
Its validity."
The court then dis tisses the proposition whether tlie governor hnd complied with the terms of the law in
making the apportionment la question. Mr. Catron contended that the
apportionment was by law renu'red
to be made within thirty days after
the legislative assembly of 1901. The
court held that that provision of the
law was directory rather than
datory. The plaintiff also alleged
that the apportionment was not made
"n the "basis of the last preceding
Lnited States census.
The court
says: "The population Itself Is the es
sential thing' and not (he census," and
holds that the contention of the
plaintiff was not well taken.
Judge Abbott concludes his opinion
as follows:
"My conclusion that the apportionment In question should be held valid,
which Is contrary to my first Impression of the matter, derives some additional support from the fact that
the apportionment of 1891 was made
under the snme law which It la con
jenrted now in behalf of the plaintiff
18 "ivaua.
ir the apportionment is n
r l""l,.reaB"n.
e one or isai
' "
Is also a nullity unless It ban been
by subsequent assemblies made law;
and an Invalid apportionment should
not. It has been held, be set nslde In
favor of another which Is Invalid.
"Fessler vs. Brayton. Ind., 32 I.. R.
A, 678.
'There Is further the practical consideration that if the next legislative
assembly is dissatisfied with the law
as It now stands, It can repenl or
modify it, and. if with the apportionment itself, there Is the strong authority of distinguished counsel on
both sides of this case adduced In
tne argument, for their power to
,

man-whic-
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT Is a revelation to thoee who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestlo Rugs
from the best looms.
iBntiOTyTTCrM1

ALBERT FA
BER
....
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

H oasehold Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FURNITURE, CROCKERY

!
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STOVES AND RANGES
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UVERY
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BORRADAILE

H. T. Byers, a livery man of Helen,
sent a man to Albuquerque to drive
to that place the horse and buggy
found in the possession of James Mc- Intyre, familiarly known as "Blackie,"

5..L, ,?

ar?

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if he tells too to or4r
aack of
x
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no ezense, (if you should imm
get th order), that you could a4
flret-clsfind It, for every
gyoai
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trtll aiwsy
And rood bread, good blaculta, sjssa
pastry and most Important of sJV
good cheer to greet yon irhea
79
come home for your dinner. Try M,
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreae a
all others.

"nTJ
as i'BntJ?
driving into Trimbles stable. The
man left with the horse and buggy
this morning.
The police department
received
word fitim Belen Monday morning to
le on the lookout for Mclntyre, who
will be taken back to Belen. He has
In
been lodged
the city Jail here
since ins arrest
"Blackie," who Is si.id to have told
conflicting stories as to how he came
Into possession of the turnout, is also
wanted at Santa Rosa to answer to
grand larceny charge, according to
the

Staab Building

I

,

'

M. BERCJERr
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.

police.
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FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS A BOWYER, Proprietors

al
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CAKES

DREAD
Better

Than

Home-Mad-

Always on Hand.
--

s.

to

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended

000000KK

'
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FINE LINK OF

UTTER NUT

be-tl-

The
i

aJ

i
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

Correct Answer

telephone

The
duties

lighter,

makes

the

the cares

less,

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.
.

and the worries fewer.

TO THE REBUS IS:
"The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

HOME

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Now Are On Sale Here."

j

I

correct answers received) are:
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Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

M. Ellison, 701 South High Street
First. Prize-M- rs.
Second Prize Mrs. Chas. J. Frank, 315 Copper Ave.
Third PrizeMrs. R. A. Frost, 302 Huning Avenue.
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PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
Both Phones.
501 North Firt Street.

The Albuquerque Business Cdlege
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
TIME-BE- GIN

NOW

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Business Practice
Manifolding
'Penmanship
Banking
Correspondent-AddeSpelling
Business English
Competent Iniv
Equipment
New Management
Fa r Treatment
Reasonable Rates

LIBRARY BUILDING.
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I

120

BARNETT, Prop'r.
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SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS'
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ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGC
Mlllikmn,

Wett

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

F i:

We secure good positions for our graduates; acJress

r.

113

Finest Whiskies

F. PALMIER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

ENTER AT ANY

la Conncctioa,

t 00O0a000OOOOO-The St. Elmo

Leon B.Stern.propwetor
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THE M1TCIINER
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"f .now T.o a very large part of what was
formerly done directly by the
s'a1''
1 J"'?.
The congress of
"""'''ves.
but have none to ?.
' l;,,,,loerat to l'e Hie rnited Slates esoe. iullv is given
f1"
,,aU"I,'nt n'tt'lf
seeking relief by exercising its
GIVE AWAY on account of I r i P v" hafr,),'(l
,0 5overnor power through outside agencies
It
.
in'..
COMPETITION.
(lisl"rn..nt has
governed the city of W,sh- !'f
.
,r L'n
h";h .tateiient,Km through a commission, and has
" yes,erday s Kvfnlnn rri.BIM
,, ,.n,.)wel with great row- Cilien
ers the Interstate cannniice coin-- I
have never paraded myself as a mission. It habitually. vh. n In
t,
but you will never find m a inony with the presidi nt. lonnuits to
P"un"' trying to throw him, by law, p inions of its own po.v- all the blame on others and denying era for temporary .nirposeM. And
siu h
iii menus lor Ille cliance of u
i
,.r
i,u.
.,(.
CO. nee.
that may be left to cowards and nized as valid by the
court
traltorn.
NKSTOH MONTOVA.
of the United States and leadiitK
212 South Second St.
Albuquerque. V. M., Oct. 17, lyuti. courts, iu numberless instantea stale
;
v'.Ti,1,1.
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'LEADING DRUGGISTS'
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES
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La Vela Rooming Bouse

j
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Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

r.

,

Ready to Servo

A I way

.

I

1

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

"."".

--

Midnight

12

311 SOUTH riRST STREET

FIRST PRIZE 45.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE $3.60 MOSQUETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.

.

We've Got 'Em

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

....

in-j-

'

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe

The Prize Winners (for the first three
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PAGE SIX.

POLITICAL

"iMy Fifty Years in the Ministry."

POINTERS

Superintendent, of Instruction

EVENING

CI1IZEN.

WEDNESDAY,

St

OF PERFECTO
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THE WORLD'8 CHAMPIONSHIP
SERIES AT CHICAGO
Hrst gam( Americans, 2; Nation-aW- ,
1.
Pitchers Altrock; Brown.
Second game Americans
!
Nationals. 7. Pitchers White and Owen
Iteulbach.
Third game Americans, 6; Nationals, 0. Pitchers Walsh: PfeiHu-- '
Fourth game Americans, 0: N.
tlonalx, 1. Pitchers Altrock; Brown
Fiftli game Americans. 8: Nation.
als. . I'itchers Wiilsh nnd White
Rculbach, Overall nnd Pfelster.
Sixth game Americans. 8; Nation
als, 3. Pitchers White; Brown and
Overall.
Total won Americans four games;
Nationals two.
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.lows:
The condition of the world
when the gift was made, fallen, sln-- .
full, rebellious; yet He so loved the
world the people that He gave the
great gift. Second, the love the Fathhad for the world. It was Infinite,
er
immeasurable, inexpressable, for "he
Third, The
so loved the world."
: Great
Begotten
Son."
Gift "Hi
Fourth, The Conditions Required.
Fifth, The
"Whosoever Believelh."
Danger Expressed, "Should not Perish. Sixth, The Promise Offered,
"Everlasting Life," on the condition
sot faith.
Since that sermon was preached
in much timidity, the world has moved
but that text is the same and yet re
mains. At that time three millions
of souls In the South were enslaved
The elements were waging to abolish
slavery. The writer, though brought
up in the South, was always opposed
to slavery. His parents were never
slaveholders and he rejoiced when
slavery was abolished. At that time
it was the greatest curse of the land,
us the liquor t raffle now is.
At that same time, 1855, Dr. Dur1)1 n,
the Missionary corresponding secretary of the Methodist Episcopal
church, with the bishops also seemed
troubled to know what to do with our
missionary work In New Mexico.
work had been organized with
. The
Kev. E. G. Nicholson as superlnten
dent, and a few others who made their
headquarters in Santa Fe. A few oth- ?r denominations had gone In also
but they found the work exceedingly
dimcuit and alter a few years ours
were recalled. In the meantime, how
ever, a Roman Catholic Priest claim
ci to tie converted and was received
Into our mission and was aiding the
work m New Mexico. He called
frequently for. a superintendent. Dr,
Durbln In writing about It. wrote
somewhat in the form of a prayer and
and expreessed the hope that the Lord
would raise up some one to go to that
field and make his life work; to su
perlntend the English and Span
iah work and schools. One who would
keep out of worldly speculations and
make his Illuminating mark upon the
territory and future state of that
country. Such a work would be wor
thy of a great soul."
Now I do not mean to intimate.
that I am the man prayed for, but. if
I am not. the prayer has not yet been
answered. But when l call to mind
that Mrs. Harwood was a good
.scholar, a fine teacher and that I my- eit had had several years of expert
ence as teacher, as preacher, and army life and no children to keep us In
our Deautiful Wisconsin " to educate,
perhaps I might Indulge the thought
we were the ones prayed for by the
Kreat doctor.
Before I came to New Mexico I had
preached three years and a half in
Michigan, one year in Minnesota,
inree years and a half in Wisconsin
before the war. three years In army
life and three In Wisconsin after the
war and thirty-seve- n
in New Mexico
years.
thiu making fifty-on- e
It might be asked which of all those
places made the greatest Impression
1
answer. Army life.
"uon uieT
Preaching In the army was so differ-froanywhere else. Army life
wi'' its long marches, skirmishing,
bat ks - constant dangers, had their
U'Ssms and were very Buggestlve.
The reflective mind found much to
think of and many lessons were studied and learned without book, such
for Instance, us patience, confidence
In the righteousness of our cause, the
motives that lead us out and the hope
f victory, the confidence we had in
"ir leaders, as President
Lincoln,
U'ii"ial's Grant. Sherman, Sheridan
iuni Howard and a host of others, as
veil a confidence In our comrades,
we would as soon look f.ir the
inuou to fill to the earth as for a sUi-r to desert his comrade in the fice
r biit'lo.
'f such confidence or f h It b
'
Ml ti
how easy to c;ury the
mikM to faith and confidence in our
tenly Father
To preach with
tu- .. thoughts in
my lio nnd stand-u- h
It wep In ti... m'.Nt of tho
the diHcl wit' n'l tl it
toni'Ms before )'. !:'W
it was to pm h.
-
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Thos. J. Ross, the tattle man of
Sierra county, was In the city to consult with exBoss Hopewell, of the
democratic party, who formerly resided In that county. Mr. Ross is a candidate on .the democratic ticket tor
the legislative house from the representative district of Socorro and Sierra counties, and desires some pointers
as to how he can be elected. Mr. Ross
Marron,
was turned over to "Boss
boss of
the only successful one-maa big party today in the territory.
'There Is absolutely no question of
republicanism or democracy at Issue
In the local cnmpalgn In this county,"
declares the Morning Journal. It was
hardly to be expected that the Journal
would so Inadvertently rub a sore spot
at thts stage. Tho "Issue In tne local
campaign" was raised by the organization of the citizens' ticket. That
in the
there Is no republicanism
movement needs no reiteftition and
that there is no democracy Involved
can be testified to by every democrat
In Bernalillo county who dreamed a
flittering dream tha't Marron would
ana
secure "ample representation
woke to find himself buncoed.

h.

ihe report that O. A. Larazolo had
withdrawn from the race as a candi
date for delegate to congress was
vehemently denied at the democratic
headquarters in the Grant Dunning
Secretary WalWhen
yesterday.
ton, of the territorial democratic central committee, was approached yesterday for the purpose of confirming
the report, he seemed to be a little bit
ruffled that such a rumor was In circulation, and claimed that it was a
canard, pure and simple, evidently put
la circulation by some of the fusion-ist- a
who intend wto vote otherwise.
Mr. Walton says Iarazolo spoke in
Dentins last night, and will speak
tonight, and
at
at Silver City
Rita tomorCentral
and Santa
row morning and afternoon. On Friday and Saturday of this week the
candidate will bo In Socorro county,
and next Monday and Tuesday in this
county. He will appear at the Elks'
opera house Tuesday night, Oct. 23.

Secretary Hanley of the county re
publican central committee, is receiv
ing encouraging reports from all the
county precincts. "The indications,
says Mr. Hanley, "are strong that
every candidate on the regular republican ticket will come into the city
with handsome majorities, and there
are no indications on the surface that
ine republican ticket will not carry the
two city precincts by majorities variously estimated from 150 to 500.
While we do not concede the old town
wings.
precinct to the fusionists, still there
To my immortal home.
Is a bare possibility that Jesus Ro
mero will carry the precinct for pro
-x-x
X X X- bate judge by a small majority." The
I
bvening citizen asked Secretary HanM
H ley it "Boss" Marron's candidate for
I
TERRITORIAL TOPICS I county treasurer and collector, John
M
S. Beaven, on the fusion ticket, had a
x ghost ot a show for election, andconfi-he
remarked, with a show of great
SHIPMENT OF FINE EWES
dence In the good Judgement of the
FROM ESTANCIA VALLEY voters, "Not a bit In the world. He will
Of all the sheep to leave tho valley be bauly defeated."
this year, probably the best ones were
Blood Poisonlnfl
the tralnload which left on Tuesday
for Sycamore, 111., says the Estancla results from chronic constipation,
News. They were purchased by Tho. which Is quickly cured by Dr. King's
Richmond for Foy & Sterlcker, and New Life Pills. They remove all
are from the Mcintosh flocks. Dr. poisonous germs from the system and
Skinner, who inspected them before Infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
loading, says they are the finest to stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
leave the valley this Beason. There and colic, without grtpln? or dlscom
were about 1500 in the bunch.
fort. 25c. Guaranteed by all drug
gists.
-

x-x-

x-x- -x-x-

BIG CROP OF

APPLES AT AZTEC
Apple picking and packing in the
orchard of G. W. McCoy near Aztec,
San Juan county, U now In full blast
and the best crop in recent years will
be gathered by Mr McCoy. Early estimates of the yield of this orchard
were b.000 boxes, but already about
3,000 boxes have been picked and
from the amount yet on the trees It U
estimated that close to 8,000 boxes
selling at a dollar a box, will be the
net result. The value of thorough
praying is demonstrated by the almost total absence of worms in the
apples. Mr. McCoy has only about 17
acres of orchard but he understands
the care of trees and his many
friends will rejoice In his success this
year.
Mrs. Bambini,

ai oer parlors,

No.

West Railroad avenue. Is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do nair dressing, tre.t corns.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
Sue alic orepares a hair tonic that
cures and preveuts dandruff and hair
railing out; restores lite to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and auiifrfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations t.re purmy
vegetable couipounJs. Have Just added fi vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wriukles
It U also used for rheumatism, paint
Mexico Jus be ;1 and uiasBage
209
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says:
The New
Misses
Eva Cox. Jenulo West and Carrie Mil
ler, a trio of tourists from Topeka
Kansas, were visitors In the city yes
terday and today, and visited various
points of interest in Santa Fe. From
here they went to Albuquerpue while
en route to El Paso and Mexico.

lie again bolted and ran against

T. b. Hubbell for sheriff.
in 19tn ihe candidate for probate Judge, Jesus Romero, bolt
ed and ran for sheriff on a
ticket in opposition to the re

publican ticket.
In 1902 and 1904, Armljo seems
to have gotton tired of running
on a bolting ticket for the purpose of being defeated and took
a rest until Governor
Otero
came to his rescue.
s
l his year, he and other
inaugurated a bolt, and
he 13 now before the people
again for sheriff on a fusion
ticket.
sore-nead-

LOCAL

A series of plaintive yowls in the
alley which Intersects Railroad avenue at Mlndlin's ticket office attracted a large crowd of men about half
past six o'clock last night. Tho noise
convinced the crowd that un animal
of feline persuasion was in dire
straits but It was sometime before
rescuers succeeded In locating the
source of the cries In the alley darkness.
Finally a man produced a match
and discovered his catshlp perched In
a transom over a side door to the
ticket office which opens Into the alley. The cat was black and this
brought out a theory from one that It
was mourning. Another was of the
opinion that the animal's tail was
caught between the door jamb and the
transom. A man who said the cat
belonged at the Sturges hotel went to.
get a ladder and In the meantime
several more matches were struck
but the cat went on yowling. When
the man returned who went after the
ladder, the cat had become frightened
at something and beat a hasty retreat
through the transom, which was half
open. Into the back room, thus escaping salvation. It continued to make
a disturbance Inside.
A question which Is puzzling the
would-brescurers Is, what was the
matter with that cat?

i.ouls Trauer, the sheep buyer, has
gone to Estancla on business.
Professor .1. J. Vernon of the Agricultural college at Mesilla Park, is
attending the Masonic mtetlngs here.
Deputy United States Marshal Har
ry Cooper after several days spent
n the northern part of the territory,
hss returned to the city.
The mother of "Husky" King, the
old time base ball player, is anxious
to lear.i of his present whereabouts.
Anyone knowing where n letter could
reach King will be conferring a favor
by notifying this office.
R. II. Case, assistant manager of the
Stephenson Bennett Consolidated Min
ing company, was In the city Monday
on his way to the western mining con
gress in Denver. Mr. Case's company
is operating In the Organ mountain
district of Dona Ana county.
Richard Powers, who is here from
Washington, D. C, visiting relatives
left Monday night for El Paso to
spend u few days with his three broth
ers who are railroad employes of that
city. He will return In a couple of
days, .and with Mrs. Powers, leave on
ins return to wasnngton.
A. McDiideof the Sierra Madre I.uui- er company, one of the Greene corporations, operating near San Pedro
springs. Chihuahua, and who has been
spending several days in Albuquerque,
left for his headquarters last night.
Mr. Mclirlde was formerly an employe of the American Lumber com
pany rnd lame here in search of a
crew or sawyers which he has
In securing. He says that
when the new Greene mills are completed they will be the largest on the
continent, the timber supply being
practically unlimited.
I
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Shipments are now coming in promptly and we
can fill all orders. We receive
Blue Points from Great South Bay
Selects from Louisiana

Standards from Texas

e

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

How's This?

PARAGRAPHS

J

'

WHAT WAS THE MATTER
WITH HIS CATSHIP7

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J.
L'UKXElf & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the Inst 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his
Mrm.
WaldlnK, Klnnan & Marvin,
Wholesale DrugKlsts, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
noting directly upon the blood and mucous Biirfaces of the syntern. Testimonials
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. Bold by
all DruKRlsts.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constlpa
tlon.

5

2
M

Contractor and Builder

The New Mexican says;
H. H.
Johnjson. superintendent, and acting
of the Jicarrillo Indian Reservation the headquarteds of which are at
Dulce, left this afternoon for his home
after a brief visit in Santa Fe. Mr.
Johnson arrived In the city yesterday
from Albuquerpue, where be attended
the session of the Ancient Order of
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine.
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
Sick headache Is caused by derangement of the stomach and by Indigestion.
Stomach
Chamberlain's
and Liver Tablets correct these disorders and effect a cure. By taking
these tablets as soon as tho first Indication of the disease appears the
attack may be wr.n'cj off. Get a free
sample and try tlicm. For sale by all
diusylsts.

Outside Building Orde s Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

s.

Albuquerque,

References Given

N. M.
M

ates
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MARKET LETTER

Special Correspondence,
Kitisas City, Mo., Oct. l.. As expected last week's cattle receipts were
tin- heaviest of the season at this
point.
The run 'was 8(1.000 head, in
cluding 13,000 calves. Large numbers
of country buyers were here and the
general market advanced 5 to 15 cents
MISS BESSIE THOMAS TO MARRY. during the week. Run today Is 23,000
strong, except on western cows and
Invitations will be issued in a
ivy calves, it is getting late In the
to the marriage of Miss Bessie he
season and most country buyers are
Thomas and Alfred L. Grimshaw ;.!)out
ready to lay in cattle for the
which will aike place on Tuesday
so that a brisk
evening, October 30 at Santa Fe. The winter's operations,
Is assured
wedding will be a simple affair and demand from that Issource
a shortage of hay
awhile. There
the ceremony performed only in for
some localities, but as the corn crop
the presence of immediate relatives :n Rood
nearly all over the feeding sec
and a few Intimate friends. Mr. 's
special puing Is being taken to
Grimshaw and his bride will leave for tion,
the hay
a wedding journey, after which they preserve the fodder wherever
high prices
will return to Santa Fe, but they will crop is short. Continued
for bogs will insure a profit in reeding.
not go to housekeeping before Jan- even
if cattle prices do not prove sat
uary 1.
isfactory. Stuff Is coming from the
range freely now, Btockers and feeders
Danger From tha Plague.
mainly at $3.00 to $3.90, killing steers
There's grave danger from the $3.40 to $4.25, Colorado cows $2.65 to
plague of coughs and colds that ore $3.30,- - panhandle cows $2.35 to $2.85,
so prevalent unless you take Dr. canners and bulls $2.00 to $2.25, light
King's New Discovery for Consump- calves $4.75 to $6.25, heavy calves
tion, Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo. $3.25 to $4.00.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
Sheep run was smaller last week,
"It's a Godsend to people living In 37,ooo head, market higher on killing
cliniutes where coughs and colds pre- lambs and on country grades of sheep,
vail. I find It quickly ends them. It muttons uneven. Demand for hreed-ln- g
ewes la so grelt that ifickers are
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
gives wonderful relief In asthma and invariably outbid on ewes, whether
hay fever and makes
weak lungs thin or fat. Run is 15,000 today, constrong enough to ward off consump- taining a large share of feeders, martion, coughs and colds. 60c and )1. ket strong to 10 higher. Some
sold at $7.55 today, the
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Trial Utahonlambs general
top
the
market, although
bottle free.
some show lambs sold at $S.50 today.
Fair to good lambs range from $7 upwards, yearlings up to $5.fi5, wethers
J5.20! ewes today at $5.00. Cuoice
breeding ewes Bold at $5.G0 last week,
bulk of breeding ewes $4.75 to $5.25,
reeding wethers and yearlings $4.75
to $5.50, feeding lambs $5.80 to $6.15.
few-day- s

C5-l-

Torments of Tetter and Eczema Allayed.
The Intense Itching characteristic
of eczema, tetter and like skin diseases is Instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve, and many severe cases have been permanently
cured by Its use. For sale by all
druggists.

mccliNG, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct. 15 25, 1906. Rate
$38.05 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
1906.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER, COLO.,
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
NOV.
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NERate one and
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC.
fare for round
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
16-1-

14-2-

one-thir-

d

date of sale.

COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
CITY, MO,
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of ticket Nov. 28.
This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
be told at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

NOV.

20-2- 3,

3--

T.

E. RURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

004CK0
iFaywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I :DNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROP8Y.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

See Santi Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

I New Mexico
50

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN IIROTIIEKS

A way
(o look Young,
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crat-Journ-
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tt

ter for the ticket, and the muzzle has
thus been put upon that great reform
(?) sheet for personal gain, the Demo-

1

V

Mar-woo- d

fifteen
hundred ' Spanish-speakin- g
members: In 1900 we had about twen
hundred and at our last confer
ence just closing the statistics show
hundred. We
that we have thirty-on- e
church buildings,
hnve thirty-fou- r
twenty-ninparsonages valued at $78- 000. Sunday school scholars 1332, and
In all this you will see we have had to
build our own fires and have had to
dig this all out of Romanism, and
when compared with any other like
mission In the world, considering the
limited missionary funds we have had
we are not ashamed to compare it
with any other mission.
Dear old Grand Army men .1 am
glad to see you here tonight. I have
already spoken a little on army life
but I wish now to speak a few words
to you about my eventful trip to Min
neapolis to attend the National Encampment of the Grand Army of the
Republic. It was a great privilege to
march with over sixteen thunsand of
the old soldiers? notwithstanding the
excessive heat it was a wonderful
privilege to see between four and five
thousand civilians In Minneapolis, filling the sidewalks, front yards, doors
and windows, sometimes up to the
tenth and twelrth stories of private
and public buildings with waving
handkerchiefs, shouts and cheers over
the old Boldler on his march that day.
There were only three of us from NewMexico, but as the speaker had the
honor of carrying the New M ex loo
banner he felt as proud as a king.
The most interesting of It, however,
was the reunion of his old regiment,
the Twenty-fift- h
Wisconsin Volunteers, where he met with about fifty
of the old soldiers of the Twenty-fifth- .
Many or them had their wives
and daughters and Bisters and rela
tives and the reunion was simply won"
derful. At that reunion the major of
the Twenty-fiftwas there, and we
maae mm chairman of the meeting.
In my address to the old comrades I
said "Here sits in that chair, the Major of our noble Twenty-fiftI rode
witn mm in the army, hundreds and
I might say, thousands of miles and
I am glad to say today that he never
spoke to me an unkind word. I would
Uketosaythe same of Col. Rusk if he
were yet living. I wish I could sav
the same of all my brethren in the
ministry, i stand tonight on the
round of a long ladder.
The steps of the ladder have been on
ward and upward and from this topmost step I shall soon sten unward
and like Lazarus ''- ; igel3 will come
and bear me awry to the better home.
Then was sun;; ! 'lie choir:
My latest sun Ks linking fast,
My journey's almost run:
My strongest trials now are past,
My triumph is begun.
O, come angel band.
Come and around me stand!
O, bear me away on your snowy
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ARM1J0

plaant

united with the
which has ever since been the church
of his choice.
fifty-on- e
years ago In April last,
he preached his first sermon. It was
Berrien county,
at West Royalton, John
3:16:
"For
Text,
Michigan.
God so lovd the world that he gave
bis only begotten son, that whosoever
hrilaveth In Him should not perlah
but aavlng everlasting life." At that
time I had no books of sermons and
mot man on theology and was there
fore left to my own resources for the
Irian of the sermon, wnicn was as ioi

17,

ACROBATIC FEATS

ts said to bo diligently studying law.
Ihe professor Is an astute man.
BY THOMAB HOWARD
FOR
CANDIDATE
Should the county be afflicted with THE FUSION
ALWAYS BEEN
SHERIFF-HAS
may
throw
the loss of his services h
A BOLTER.
gaunlet of disdain and once
down
feature of the many very Impressive. Goldsmith In his mure the
A very
perorate
his
classical
Patrick
jvrfeclo Armljo held
jsmi
l,Ssuin
mon
the
speaks
of
JnterrHting happenings which took "Animated Nature"
Henryism. "It ilon t make no differ- t lie iillke or snerin oi me counto this keys warming themselves by the fires tnce
llare during the recentII. visit
nohow!
ty ot lb rii'ilill". He had been
Moore and the travellers made, but the lazy
city of llishop David
appointed to a vacancy during
things could never build their own
the sessions of the Spanish Methodist (Ires.
J. It. Mayo, the republican candidate
i ne
it
preri'ilMg trm,
the
So when we came to New Mex.conference was the mldresse delivered
for county commissioner for the sec
Evening Ciizen Is not mistaklaM Sunday evening In the Ixad Ave- ico we found no splrltunl fires burn- ond dlstrct, has returned to tho city
en, in Hint year ho was renue Methodist church !y Albuquer- ing nnd we have been kindling fires from a business trip to his mines at
en the republican ticket.
que's venerable clergyman, Rev. Thos. In New Mexico over since, by the help Golden, and has gone into the cam 1SS2 elected
He organized a bolt from the
iiarwood, U.D. His sill ect was, "My of the Lord. Your speaker had trav paign In dead earnest. He is an old
regular npi'bl'can convention
Hfty years In the Ministry." The ser- eled thirty thousand miles in New campaigner, and he will lie elected
and enteral Into a combination
mon, for such It really was, was de- Mexico before the railroads came. with the. other republican candidates
with the democrats and ran on
livered before the conference. In the AlKiut three hundred and sixty thou- by a big majority.
;
what was called the "people's
presence of the bishop ami also before sand by rail. I found but ifew Bibles
ticket."
In 1870 the Illiteracy
the members of the O. K. Warren of any kind.
Chairman Biirsum, of the territorial
stood at aliout 85 degrees; there were
In ISM he ran on an IndependJ'ost No. B. G. A. R.. of which Dr.
republic) cuitral committee, says ISM ent
fusion movement against
is chaplain. The large audience but very few Americnns In tho country the election of Candidate Andrews, for
the rcKiilar nomlncee of the
present followed the speaker through- and the outlook was exceedingly dis- delegate to congress, looks exceedingparty for sheriff.of four
out wttn marked attention and at the couraging. In my first trip travel.
ly bright, and he predicts a majority ISSCi
1
In ISsti he was not a candidate.
elope of the service many took occa- hundred miles, four weekssixty-eigof IO.imio votes for the head of the 1
preached eleven times to
assessor on
sion to congratulate him uion bl
ri publican ticket. Chairman Bur sum fSS In lsss he ran for
republican ticket and was
and upon his remarkable reten- people. You may see at a glance how is
the
opinion
the
of
Mr.
will
Andrews
that
with
discouraging
It was at that time
elected.
tion or strfnpth and vlnor. A synopis
county In the terrtory,
the Spanish language yet to be learn-d- carry every
of nr. Harwood's remarks follows:
1S90
In 1S1M he was not a candidate
exception
two
or
of
with
the
three
missionary
Now
In
Our
work
any office.
for
known
counties.
democratic
Ocgone
with
Mexico
forward
has not
Seventy-seveyears ajto today,
1 s:2 ho again
1892
bolted and ran
In
leaps
ax
some
s:iv theirs
and bounds
tober IB. 1906, my mother smiled and
The rtaders of the Democrat-Journagainst Yrisarrl for sheriff and
said, "It's a boy," and father laughed has, but has moved gradually. In 1870
are wondering to themselves why
was defeated.
In 18S0 we had
and said, "yes. it's a boy," and he who we had 20 members;
five hundred, more or loss; In 1884 that paper persists in giving the good 1894 In 1S94 he ran against C. F.
writes this sketch then Iscommenced
Hunt for sheriff and was deJust; now the work was divided into English and records of every candidate on the futhe struggle of life. He
year.
feated.
Spanish, and we gave off about two sion ticket, except that of Perfecto
entering his seventy-eight- h
"Boss" Marron has Bent out 189C He seems not to have been a
Sixty-fiv- e
years ago this past Aug- hundred American members to the Armljo.
hig
to
manifesto
effect
the
the
that
English
work, and several church
ust, that same boy was converted and
candidate.
Methodist church, buildings, and in 1890 we had about less said of Perfecto's record the letss
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"Look ?xah Misiah Ward whyant
yoh done tole me yoh has to have yoh
algp hrn yoh want one ob dem wod-- 1
YOU NEVER HEARD
In pnpsh.
I dnnno zackly how olo
nh If Mist ah Clork but ah's liohn bpfo
OF THE LIKE BEFORE do
wah an' I geSg ah's past de aige ob
decent."
WITH
RANGE
FIVE-HOLA
The aiiove nmnrka were addressed
WARMING CLOSET,
by I.I; It- Fields, a nrfiress, to her
WATER
GRATES,
OVEN, TWO
dog
then Intrnderi, ,?. W. Ward,
BACK OR RESERVOIR.
catcher. :md the county clerk when
"he J Wiitn ) resent e! thunselves for a
ON TIME
marriaiie license recently.
"How olo do yoh think ah la?" jdie
CASH
Inquired of the clerk. "Do vehy next
line ah
oeH aftfh any papahs Use
to brlnR niah aige wld me,"
rine
slip went on before the clerk could
The furniture Man
venture a guess.
BOTH PHONES
Corner Ccal and Second
lint they pot thp license anyway and
the nuptial knot was tKd by Hov.
Jones, the colored minister.
Lizzie, who In a servant in the employ of the .Miindelt family, declares
WOOL GROWERS
she was born in Alabama so long ago
that she has forgotten just when. Her
hia position' of
OF COLFAX MEET speu o hat r signed
e
Me will
irolially
tloR eitcher.
In other pursuits after the exTHEMSELVES piration of the honeymoon.
AND ADJOURNED

GIVEN
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MERCHANT

PARASITE SYMPTOMS

'T HAVE HER AGE

STOP! LISTEN!

CITIZEN.

C4K)K)4K0CK04KOaOOOK

TAILORING

Vehicles

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI. PROPRIETOR.

merchant tailoring shop Is upSt. Louis People Recently In- stairs over
No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
terviewed on the
the public. All work guaranteed
as 1 have had fifteen years' exSubject.
perience tn the business. Suits made
t'i order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
injure the cloth. IadloV garments
RtPORTfcR SECURES STATE V EMS
i!so cleaned and walking skirts made
'o order. Give me a trial.
luis
O. BAMBINI.
16. Nothing
St. Unils. Oct.
done so much to arouse thu people in
St. Louis as the Immense number of
parasites or tape worms that are be- White House Restaurant and
Lodging House
ing removed irom individuals by n
preparation known as Coopers New MEALS AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
Discovery.
CONNECTION.
This preparation Is being Introduced
No. 209 South First Street.
in this city for tho first time by L. T.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
Cooper, the young philanthropist, who
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
has made and is making a fortune ly
its sale. The medicine is prepared at The New York Saloon and
Dayton, Ohio, and Is sold for various
torms of stomacli trouble. It Is now
Rooming House
being sold in St. Louis In such enor
315 South Second Street.
mous quantities so to have caused a
general
by physicians
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
discussion
throughout the city.
One Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Postofflce.
Cooper claims that mucft suffering
INTO AN ASSOCIATION AND
P. 2ITO, Proprietor.
is the result of tapeworms, and stated
OFFICERS ELECTED.
NATIVE
UNKNOWN
early during his visit that tho creatures were responsible for fifty per
Last Saturday afternoon, as an-- I
cent of all stomach trouble. This claim
ESCAPE
NARROW
WOMAN'S
columns,
prevously
in these
nounced
seems to be verified as fully one half
county
growers
wool
of Colfax
the
No. 111 North First Street
of
the Individuals who have taken this
city
for
opera
nt
this
In
the
met
house
escape of an unknown native preparation have been relieved of one DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
The
associapurpose
organizing
an
the
of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
woman from belnir run over by car of these creatures.
tion. A fair number were present, says
Meals From 10 Cents Up. , Lunches
x
No. 2 at the corner of Railroad a,ve-- 1
at
wno
reporter
hour
spent
A
an
Springer
Put Up for Travelers,
Out of Ten Men Brought From theJerome TroyStockman.
and Fourth street about 11:30 Cooper's headquarters, secured statewas selected chairman nue morning
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
deal of ex- ments from a number of people, who
a
occasioned
this
Gonzales
meeting
and Teodosio
the
among the passengers. The brought one of the creatures to the
San Antonio to Fill Places ofsecretary.
On motion of H. C. Abbott citement
was running at a pretty fast clip young man. yesterday. Tho following
car
associaRIONEER OAKERY
new
the
proposed
It was
that
Seven Go With Union.
,
u neareu uie corner, lue uiuauinrn
nf th,)SH R,teiients nn.1 are
tion work with three purposes In view, as
BALLING, Proprietor
SIMON
.
to
attempted
evidently
deaf,
was
who
viz: for the enactment of a law by the cross the track when the car was 8lmllar to all the rp8t
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
superfor
legislature
providing
ChasMeut!'road
- llvl"K
at 40S1. M8t"
A tew development came
within a few feet ,f her She carried on avenue,
in the
visors in each precinct of a country; .
who brought with him a WEDDING CAKES A SPFt lALTY.
t,q
strike of the G., H. & S. A. railway to
among
sheep
stamp
and
out scab
reason "Pcworm about fifty feet in length
was not. sounded for the
clerks when the .ten men from San tne extermination
We desire patronage and
ftiar- wild animals.
,
of
when questioned, said: "I have been
..
,.n
fi..
of
places
Antonio arrived to take the
antee first class br '.
venra I nflVAr
health for piirnt
There was considerable able discus- any sane person would anempi 10 In-- Tionr
n
'
the strikers In El Paso, Bays the Her- sion
iuerque.
Indulgtd
as to various subjects cross the truck with Ihn car- so near
" 207 South First Street. A
" ?"
"
l"
ald. The men were all graduates. It tending towardin the
advancement and
I was not certain just what was the
speed,
high
of
running
Is said, of a San Antonio business cola
rate
at
of tie industry and for the and
matter with me. I felt dull most of
lege and bad never done railroad or protection
"Look out!" the motormnn and a the
of the organization.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
time and the least exertion tired
platform
who
on
front
man
office work before. When they arriv- good
stood
the
me. I had a very Irregular appetite
On motion the chairman appointed a shouted
ed they wore mot by a deputation of committee
unison
in
I LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSthree to select five memstrikers and seven of them were per- bers as anofexecutive
u..,
..c. garments.
xui.iaii urn
.!,
,lh
to
v,,K
FER STABLES.
"1
whisked
her
suaded not to work. The other three serve for the first year,committee
the
car
i
i
as follows: and
Horses and Mules Bought and Exeiriii;ii:o9iicBO
are eecupylng desks in the local Amador Montoya, H. C. Abbott
Sne did not even turn around but con u.nuni iicb, uiAAiurDs,
and
changed.
my
spec
ryes
ueiore
""""1
o though nnthlrtT hud "u
freight office, formerly filled by the Kocendo Gonzales. This committee im.nrt h..r
if I stooped over and raised up quick BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITT
happened.
strikers.
Second Street, between Railroad and
Ol these three two were not seen selected as the executive committee,
My worst trouble was that I seem
Copper Avenue.
?
bv the committee, while one refused Oscar Troy, H. C. Abbott, Amador
WEAK
SO
WHY
Montoya, Severlno Martinez and Koed to lack all ambition and It was dif
flatly to Join the strikers. The clerks cendo
my
I
Gonzales.
to
ficult
business as
attend to
Kay today that they are as strong as
association Is to be known Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping always felt tired even after a night's
over and declare that the forces of as The new
Away. Albuquerque PeoLife
Your
Wool
of
sleep.
My
Growers'
association
mind
the
seemed dull and
the strike breakers have been Inple Have Learned this Fact.
county, New Mexico. The offsluggisn most of the time and I had
creased by only three those who ar- Colfaxelected
LUIMC8
and CURE
Tiealthy man, or woman be- difficulty In remembering. I have had
year
a
were:
When
for
first
the
icers
rived today from San Antonio. This Jtronie Troy, president; Teodosio Gon gins to run down without apparent headche a great
have
deal and
done
makes a total of about ten tnen who
WITH
secretary, and D. J. Devlne, cause, becomes weak, languid, de everything possible, but could get no
are working, they state. In the places zales,
mempressed,
backache,
a
was
agreed
treasurer.
headache.
suffers
that
relief.
It
of the thirty men on strike.
, "I heard so much of this man Coop
fee of $1 and annual dues of dizzy spells and urinary disorders.
say they bership
Leaders of the strike
cents be required. Also that ap- look to the kidneys for the cause of it er, that last Wednesday I bought a
have received Information from Hous- 50
I did not
for membership be made to all. Keep the kidneys well and they bottle of his preparation.
ton and New Orleans and other points plication
president or secretary or any mem will keep you well. Doan's Kidney use It till yesterday when I took two
Price
that the strike is being seriously felt the
or tne executive committee.
It Pills cure sick kidneys and keep them noses of it and about two hours ago
0UGH8 and
60eS1.00
by the railroad tand that no men are ber
was
my
also
agreed
system.
a
president
parasite
well.
I
that
know
left
the
Free Trial.
being fonnd to take the strikers'
Juau A. Ortega,
of now-- what made me feel so badly all
and secretary be
members of
places.
says:
M.,
N.
for all
l.oma
Fe,
years.
street
executive
I
Cure
Santa
Quickest
committee.
most
these
the
consider,
this
Surest and
the
Concerning the local situation. SuKignteen members were received as "If all troubled with pain In the back remarkable preparation I ever heard
THROAT and LUNG TROUBperintendent S. C. Marks of the C5 , H. follows:
Jerome Troy Oscar Troy, Ra have that annoyance ended as quickly of. It has made life worth living for
LES, or MONEY BACK.
& 9. A., said today that so far as the
H. C. Abbott. S. E. Hartley. Nes as the use of Doan's Kidney Pills, pro- me once more and I am very thankrailroad was concerned the strike was ton;
tor Martintz, Amador Montoya, P. A. cured at Ireland's Pharmacy, ended ful."
over.
rujillo, Aurello Trujillo, Rocendo mine, then bacxache due to kidney
The statement of Mr.
William
tvilllumtr Indian Pile
"We Intend to keep the employes Gonzales,
Teodosio Gonzales. D. J. complaint would cease to have any Bracken, of 720 Morgan street, was as
SDr.
will cure Ullnd,
we are," he said, "and while we will Duran, Springer;
E
and Ilculng
Am- - terrors for users of thig strengthenstomDavid
follows:
Herrera.
"I
with
had
suffered
IMIch. liatMorbH the tumora.
1e Inconvenienced to some extent in ado Casados, Manuel Gonzales. David ing and curative preparation. No one ach trouble for three years. I was not
ulluys the itcliini?atiiiKc,arU
breaking In the new clerks, within a Hernal, Juan B. Lopez.
a putiiuro, ir.vca inKtant re
in Santa Fe rvod be in the least du- sick enough to be In bed, but Just felt
week all trouble will be over. We are J. R. Fernandez, Colmor;Maxwell City;
VYiHIiinm'lnrtliinJMo Oint
lr.
Doseieo De- - bious about using Doan's Kidney Pills bad all the time. My greatest trouble
in nrenareil for IMIrn ami Itch- having no trouble In finding men."
ment
If they require a medicine to strengthI always felt tired, would
iierrcra,
was
xlsom.
that
or
tnn
private pitrta. J'.viry uox la
inif
The Bead officials of the company in
Uy
Springer was made the headquart en their kidneys."
b mull on re- warranted.
get up In the mornlnrs feeling as tired
rrl.-p- .
Houston have continued to Ignore the er!, of the association.
60
of
nnta and fl.MO, MILIUMS
For sale by all dealers. Price DO as when I went to bed.
-- Top. Cleveland. Ouiu
MANUFACTURING
CI.,
request of the Brotherhood of Railway
It was an enthusiastic
meeting. cents. Foater-MllburCo., Buffalo, New
"I had a very irregular p.opetlte and
Clerks, to which the strikers belong, much interest
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN & SON.
Vork, sole agents
being manifested.
for the United was troubled with dizzy spells. If I
for a hearing.
Adjournment was taken until the States. Remember the name Doans stood for any length of time I would
5.
call of tne president.
and take no other.
have a dull pain In the lower part of
DON'T PATRONIZE LAS
my back. I was nervous and felt all
VEGAS LUNCH COUNTER
the time as though something terrible
The Harvey house dining rooms
LOCAL ELECTION BETS
was going to hapnen. My memory
COMINGJVENTS
along the. Santa Fe and in this city
What
has been getting bad during the past
especially, are heavy sufferers from
nH mv OVOuiirllt
. a r ... ' n
Xovembef 6. Mahara's MinBtrels.
"
an till, (lo'lrnnM
jVPflr
' n ' l iu
Vegas Op"'J
fads this fall, says the
I hnvo Irle.l ninnt,
are some election bets offered
November 8. My Friend From Ar- as it was
;l
tic. About half the tourists Jump by Here
weary
Poolseller Knight at Zeiger's cafe kansas."
of medicines but nothing ever helped
from the train almost as soon aa It posted
with
the
me.
announcement
that
14
November
The
maid
and
the
stops and run from one place to
bets will be paid on the official Mummy.
"I had about given up all hope of
In search
of souvenir postal all
pver being in good health again, w'nen I work!
count.
15.
November
Uncle Josh.
cards, flop themselves down In the
or any part that T. S. Hubbell
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin. I heard so much of Cooper and dewaiting room or on the brick curb, will1200
to take
be elected.
cided to try bis medicines. I bought
10 The Holy City.
December
and write feverishly, hunt around for
125
one bottle of his New Discovery, as
care of
December 14 King of Triumphs.
some place to buy stamps and then ted. that A, E, Walker will be elecseveral fires. And hpw
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles. it Is called. I took just three doses
mail their cards and by that time
$?) that John S. Heaven will be
of the medicine and this tapeworm,
December 31 My Wife's Family.
have only a few minutes left to pa- elected.
strange that people do
which Is over seventy feet In length,
tronize the lunch counter. Meanso, when modern-HO10 that George F. Albright will be
my
system.
A
left
I
never
Badly
suspected
Burned
Girl
while the greater portion of the other elected.
WATER or STEAM
I
thing.
I
had
boy,
or
that
this
man
woman,
quickly
or
feel
better
is
snap
hotel
are
taking
shots of t.ie
half
25 that B. Ruppe carries Precinct out of pain If Bucklen's Arnica Salve already and believe I will get back
systems warm the bouse
or station or are poBlng against one 13.
Is applied promptly. G. J. Welch of "ome of the flesh I had lost during
throughout by the
of the buildings for some one else's
25 that W. B. Childers carries PreTekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it In me pasi iew years. I would not have
picture. It's as good as a circus to cincts
same amount of coal
1 and 26 combined.
In
thing
again
me
a
that
for
thousand
cuts,
my
family
for
sores and all
watch them.
25 that Jesus
ordinarily burned by one
a
Romero will be skin Injuries, and find It perfect." dollars."
elected.
statements
These
stove.
and
others
like
LOOKING
Quikest
pile
healcure known. Best
SURVEYORS
r)(i that Springer will
be elected.
ing salve made. 2!io at all druggists. them go far toward accounting for
TOWARD LAS VEGAS
5 that E. W. Dobson will Jje electCooper's immense success here and
Jim Clay of Las Vegas, who recent
IDEAL Boiler and
MEN ANDWCMER.
elsewhere. So far every claim made
ly vlisted the camp of the surveyors ed.
'I
hese were the bets posted up to
Um Big u fnrnnDfttarftl by the young man seems to have been
AMERICAN Radiators.
company, who
of the Phelps-Dodg- e
la, i
T--l
W
K',iufiiaiuinstioDi,
are working on the projected railway late yesterday afternoon:
lrr;itiooi
or ulotrttiou been verified.
BM
U HfMlW.
I
Of U1HOOUI KlCltbrtDM.
.
from Dawson through Las Vegas,
..
.
a
STANDARD
Officer George Highbargan
PLUMBING
of i the
PILES CURED IN 6 T2 14 DAYS
says that they are now four miles on local
police force, purchased the prop- IT?
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
AND
1,7
HEATING
CO.
will
Oli
.pTJ
their
make
Dranirii,
this side of Palma and
erty at 613 Marquette avenue yester2 or Mnt In pifn wrapper. cure any case or Itching, Blind. Bleednext camp at Canon Blanco. There day from
prapsid.
xprM
for
A.
consideraFleisher.
ing
Protruding
The
Piles in 6 to 14
or
are about twenty men in the party tion was $1,000.
or 1 bottlM ai 7A
V3 SIM.
days or money refunded. EOc.
Ctreula mi
rxiuwt.
and it is a big expense In making the
survey. Mr. Clay says that he had a
long talk with various members of the
party, and they state emphatically
mat me road will be built without an'
doaht
whatever.
Chief Engineer
Henning will be In Las Vegas In a
couple of days to make preliminary
ofrangements for the engineers when
they arrive, and to contract for sup B
plies.
i 3 0C
Advices were received at Kl Pasa H
from Houston, Texas, tating that the
G.. H. & .S. A. had granted an Increase
in pay to boilerinakers and machinists
PHT.EN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OK ALHL'QUEK-of the system. The machinists are
Railroad Metropolis of
Mexico
cents. per hour
advanced from 39
V E, N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OK THE MAIN
to 43 cents, and the boilermakers from
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
Fe
LINK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
43 to 45 cents for a nine-hou- r
day. the
CHICAGO,
AND
KANSAS
FHOM
WEST
EAST
report states. Tin- Increase came as
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
a complete surprise to the men and
FRANCISCO
I.OS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
Is voluntary on th part of the ccni- pasy.
AND NORTHERN STATES TO EI.
EASTERN'
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$29.00
$26.00
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Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
8trtt and TIJtras

Corner rirst

Avenue

C0OeXDb000000

I Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
h.

r. rLL, rroprtior

Iron and Brass Castlnr: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; fkafUar,
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Motal; Column
and Iron rrot fe
i
Buildings.
mm
rtepmlrm on Mining end Mill Mmehlnry m
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
AJfemjiereie, n. n.

pef

Rico Hotel and Bar

STRIKERS

,. i.v

.!,,

,.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gf ne ral Betiding; Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and MarqtKtU

CO0000
VISIT OUR NEW STORE
312 NORTH SECOND STREET

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

THE

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies.
Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

'

lri,ij

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets
KORBER (k CO.,

J.

KILL the COUCH
thi

ALBUQUKRQUt, NEW MKXiCO

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery
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II. S.

l.ut,

.

formerly the S:iuta Fe
railway agent at Santa Fe. tills city
and later at Berkeley. Calif., has been
to Magdalena. Socorro
transferred
county, and has reported fur duty at
his sew station.

...

Owing to the present condition of
Mexican Central track, it bus been
decided by Mexican Central operating
officials not to put on the through
Chicago-Mexic- o
sleeper until later in

the

the season.

who nut wl'li :tn
on Saturday In the form of a dislocated knee, is rapidly recovering.
Mr. Young was attempting to replace
a derailed car when the accident ocG. W. Young,

curred.

...

L. A. I!: iiiierick ami Aiikus
employes on th Rein, cut-if-

the city.
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fashion,
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Atterney A. U. MeMlllt n was at
Arizona, yesterday u a
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GOME

its Location

Q

PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x
AND
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH HHOAD
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL UKE AND PUBLIC PARK
TREES; PUBLIC
OLD SHADE
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING !G.OO0; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ES-

TABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 1",0 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BEI.EN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FIX) I'll, WHEAT, WINK. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GRET COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TJiL" NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

Future

BELEN. N. M,

New
Railway
Santa

The Bclen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408

W.
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P.es.

WM. M. BERGER,

THIRD STREET

,

c.

Railroad Avanae

Meat Market
and Salt Meat.
Steam 8ausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building. North Third Btreett

All Kinds of Fresh

MAUGER
VJOOL r
with Raaoe ft Maujrer.

W. E.

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL ESTAT- EPUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
INSURANCE,

NOTARY

L. II, SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and orated;

line and. gas stoves, repaired.

traso

Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.

Office, 115 North

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
TOTI A QRADI

"

8t
M.

Dealers in Groceries, Prorlslons. Ba&
Qraln and Fuel.
Fine Line ot Imported Wines, Uqoet
and Cigars. Place your orders fee)
this line --with us.
NORTH THIRD STRKSrX

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
'GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacce,
All Klnda of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wi
lngton avenue, Albuquerque. N.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL H STATU
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Annljo Bulldtes

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A.

MONUMENTS
Itl-21-

1

N. 8eoond

Em

WALKER
riRE

INSURANCE.

St, Both Pkenea.

Secretary Mutual Building A4wvrt- tlon. Office at 217 West Ralir
avenue.

tt

0fit

K40eeCHKe00oa
KeKKanKeKKaKacm99m
A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION).; NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PRICES

ONE-THIR-

D

S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

j j j

nAtft
ss

u
u
u
n
n
nrs
K

S,

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

4
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Thos. F. Keleher

OUR

tt

tt

TO

203

At Consistent
Prices

drm-gls-
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B. RUPPE

RIGHT
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LBUQUEKQUE

lAOE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

WEDNESDAY,

Perry Hawley and James Bingham
leave today for Sablnel, where they
expect to pursue the festive waterfowl Raid to frequent those parts. The
nlmrods expert to be absent a week
and their friends are whetting their TO WHOM
appetites In anticipation or tneir re-

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL

IT

'i

turn.

1

17, 190ff

A BRAN NEW

CONCERN:!

MAY

OCTOBER

Boys' Clothing Store

We are prepared to supUnited purcs Marshal C. M. Kor-akthis morning received h box of
B.
Judge
cigars
from
fine Porto Mean
ply the music trade of
F. H. ttrosK from Magdalcna, was 8. Rodey, governor of Porto Hlco.
an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
York
New
m
and
la
this city and the territorGovernor Kodcv
Edward O. Penny, from St. 1uIb, Is humor has it that be wil Ireach
THAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
asand
near
Stopping at the Aivarado.
future
In the
ies of New Mexico and
Mart In Hurt Is n ftuest of 'he Stur- - sume an active part In the statehood
SUMMER WE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
LA3T
Arizona. May we not
tight.
ges. Ho registers troni uiunu.
OF BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS, PREPARATORY TO
t,. 1. Stowell of Amarllla was an
Judge B. K. Adams of Albunuerqii?.
with
favored
be
your
biennial
at
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
tbe
ho is in attendance
ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
st
The opening dunce of the season convention of Knights of Pythine ary
patronage?
OF
A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE 8TOCK
secret
will be a masquerade nt the Casino New Orleans, has wired
McCanna of the Commercial club to
.They look dressy, wear splen- They are heavy enough ta keep
Yours,
Respectfully
Saturday nlRUt.
A NEW YORK HOUSE.
FROM
people who have
Major W. H. II. Llewellyn returned urge nil Albuquerque
Any of these
didly, feel easy.
to
solicit
your feet warm and dry without
convention
nt the
to his home at Lns Crimes last night friendssupport
for securing the next
their
styles are extra swell.
being s'J1 and clumsy.
after a short visit here.
&
of the lorice f;r
convention
The Entire New Line is now on sale and em-brac- es
iennlal
United States Marshal Koraker, who Albuquerque. Seventy thousand peohas been on a business trip to Silver ple are In the Crescent city during the
206 West Gold Avenue
the choicest goods which could be
City, returned yesterday.
odgo meetings.
$4.00
Patent Kid Button, Swing Toe,Extenslon Sole
Sanor
W.
T.
Johnson
Mrs.
and
Mr.
purchased in New York City
W. H Wolff, wh oa few years a?fl
$3.00 to $3.50
Patent Kid Button or Lace Extension Sole
ta Cruz, California, aro visiting Albu- - was
successful owner if ?.v. electhe
or
to
3.50
5.00
guests
the
are
querque. They
Patent Kid Lace orp Button, Turn Sle
tric light plant at Gallup, leaving that
Aivarado.
own and going to Delhart, lexas.
Op-,tlPARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
James O. McNnry, editor of the
where
he now operates an electric
FOLKID
THE
IF YOU OBJECT TO PATENT
who visited in the Duke City yes- light and Ire plant, Is In the city on
DISPLAY
OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICK&
W.
terday, has returned to bis home in business with the Montezuma Trust
ERBOCKER TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
PRICES
LOWING GRADES WILL PLEASE YOU;
Las Vegas.
company and Maynard Qunsul. Mr.
Wholoaolo and ft a tall
Rev. E. B. Whitfield, general mis-- ; Wolff has been at Roswell, inspect
RANGE FROM $4.50 TO $8.00.
sionary of the colored Baptist church, ing the electric light plant owned by
$3.50
Sorosii Shoes, Vici Kid or Box Calf
BOYS'
SUITS,
preached at the Mt. Olive Haptlst the Trust company and Mr. Gunsul,
$6.50
Utz & Dunn' and E. P. Reed VIcl Kid or Box Calf Shoe 275 to 3.50
church, this city, last night.
and for the latter may have to make Best American Block
TO
$3.50
$7.00.
8.50
1.75 to 2.50
trio to Gallup on the same mission. Hard Nut Coal
Brown' VIcl Kid or Dongola Shoes
John belknap, superintendent of the
S.50
YOUTHS
SUITS, 14 TO 20 YEARS, $8.0t
American Lumber company's timber Mr Wolff s an expert on electric Larger 8izet
6.00
camps in the Zunl mountains and who light plants, and his old friend on The Domestic Gaa Coke
TO
$27.00.
per
$2.25
10
pleased
Is
Wood,
('It
Mill
zen
Green
load
learn
Even ni
was here yesterday on business,
2.75
Dry Mill Wood, per load
that he Is prospering at Dalhart
west last night.
per
load
3.00
Factory
Blocks,
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
af
departed
this
Attorney
Heacock
foreof
one
Culin,
the
Dr. Stewart
wnere
county,
country,
ethnologists
and
in
ornoon
samiovai
for
the
most
Also Native Stove Wood ind KlndKng
a resident of New York City, is in he eexpects to be absent until Octo
In All Sizes.
vVhen
purchased at F. F. Trotter's Albuquerque on one of his frequent ber 25 on a business and pleasure
will
about
drive
Mr.
Heacock
rln.
Auto. 418
to
southwest.
grocery store, are sure to bring the trips
Phones Black, 280
the
he Is absent from Al
Avenue Clothier
right flavor to all dishes Into which
All Knights Templar are requested 300 miles while
buquerque, visiting Jemez, Naclmien- on
asylum
present
their
to
at
be
KRACK
KREAM
Ask for JAFFA'S
they enter. This Is because we
Cabazon. casa saiazar ana s
in full Knight to.
BREAD and take no other.
ways procure toe best manufactured. North Third streetThursday
morning Ignnclo. He expects todo soma hunt
Templar uniform.
e find out first what brands are re- at 9 o'clock. J. W. Elder, E. C. J. C. lng and fishing on the trip.
Kerger, recorder.
liable and personally guarantee them.
There will be a regular meeting of
Mrs. Francisco Garcia, a well known
Congre
society
missionary
the
of
the
We
gational church In the church parlors resident of Uarelas, died at her home
this evening at 7:30 o clock et which In that place last night. Mrs. Garcia
year and was
Lamson, of San Mateo, will was In her eight-firMiss
the mother of several children. The
speak.
funrenl will take place tomorrow
Hon. Solomon Luna, accompanied
cortege starting from
sos. 118 and 120 South Second street. bv Mrs. Luna and their guests, Mrs morniny. the
COPVK5
o'clock with
the residence
of service in the Church of the Sacred
A M. Bereere and E. M. Otero
from
Santa Fe. are In the citv
Heart at 9 o'clock. Interment will be
Lunas. Thev are registered at the made in San .lose cemetery, the ar
Aivarado.
T. Y. MAYNARD
rangements being in the hands of Fu
GEO. W. HICKOX.
W. P. Sund, contractor and builder nernl Director A. A. Borders.
of Las Vegas, who was nere yester
The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
Ben Digneo. the capable foreman of
day making arrangements to secure The Evening Citizen's composing rie
bricklayers
carpenters
work
to
and
partment, was taken suddenly ill yes
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
in the Meadow City, went home on No. terday noon and Is still off duty. To
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
8 last night.
cap the climax. yeBterday a "tall fcyc
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, 8TERLING
Seniors amore ' of a youngster applied at this
W. !. Trimble, Simon
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
Clarence Hudson. Arthur Henry and office as nppl'eant for the "devil's
of Albuquerque.
Police Judge A. J. Crawford, have re position" and he Is also off duty to
Hickox-Maynat- d
turned from the foot hills, where they day. Last night, on reaching hi
spent yesterday shooting quail. They home, he entered the burn to feed the
horse but failed to say "Whoa Bill
birds
report bagging sixty-thre- e
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
115-11- 7
The horse thought the Intruder was
MY. and Mrs. I. B. Payne have left
not a member of the family, as he
Stand In Your Watehaa for Rapalra
COLORADO RHONE T4
the city. Mr. Payne was connected failed to salute In horse language, am
AUTOMATIC PHONE SHe
with Ihe Albuquerque Traction com he delivered a kick, landing squarely
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
pany, and his friends report that the on the left knee and sending the "tall
gentleman failed to bid a number of sycamore
to the ground. He hope
before his depart to show up for work in a few days
them "good-bye- "
ure.
when he proposes to get well ac
It. McDougal of Elmendorf, N. M., quninted with the broom and duste
arrived here yesterday In company and the washing of rollers.
GO.
with an engineer whom he at once
placed in St. Josepb's hospital. The
THE MAZE
engineer was suffering with typhoid
plaid
dress goods, hand- Avenue
Fourth and Railroad
fever and was with difficulty
some colorings, per yd
red from the train .to the eanatarlura.
bln.ck and white shepherd
plaids, per yd
Roy Helfrlch, agent for the Wells- 15c
Fargo Express company at Las Vegas, Solid color outing flannel In all the
popular shades, heavy nap, nice
and Alderman J. K. Martin, who have
goods, per yd
:10c
'been in attendance at the meetings
mohair walatlng. light ping
of the Grand Lodge of Ancient Free
ana light blue, per yd
30c
ad Accepted Masons, which closed yes'
We are showing a sample lot of
terday afternoon, have departed for
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
domet fleeced blankets fifty grades
Las Vegas.
HARDWARE.
pick
to
and
colors
assorted
sizes
and
Major H. A. Heydt was C3 years old from. Prices range from 60c to $2.45
j
yesterday and a number ?t his friends
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Bed sheets from COc to 90c.
grocery department is making
I last night gathered at bis home and
Our
1
gave him a regular old fashioned a specialty of supplying our custom- SADDLES
Round Oak, National and
German birthday party. About fifty era with strictly fresh eggs, and the
;
congratu
present.
of
were
Letters
CHINA
finest pure cream butter that the
Heating Stoves.
lation were received from relatives or country produces.
In Pennsylvania, Kansas, Tex
friends
THE MAZE
GLASSWARE
as. California. Colorado and several
Wm. Kleke, Propr.'
COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
parts
Mexico.
New
of
j
PLUMBING
The bowling alleyes on West Gold
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
I
avenue, owned by the Brunswick
NOTICE.
Balke company of Denver, have been
.'
The
closed for want of patronage.
alleys paid quite well under West
OWING TO THE BURNING OUT
leaving OF A
but his sudden departure,
many bills unpaid, put a black eye AT OUR LUMBER MILLGENERATOR
PLANT WE
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
on the place, and Carl Holman, who ARE COMPELLED
TO ASK OUR
was put In to run it by the company PATRONS TO BE AS ECONOMICAL
Agents:
Winchester Arms asd Ammunition,
could not make It win out.
DOC - W AM - IAOK
P LUMBERS A NO
AS POSSIBLE IN THE USE OF
Hercules
Powder
and High Explosives.
TINNERS
An interesting contest took place LIGHTS BETWEEN THE HOURS OF
5:30 P. M. AND 9:30 P. M. UNTIL
skating
night
nnk
last
the
Tent
at
GO.
in by FURTHER NOTICE. IT WILL PROBThe event was participated
mtraat
113. lie.
rirattroat
New Mexico
4oi, JOS,117.Northouthrirat
twelve couples and was for a prize ABLY BE NECESSARY TO CUT OFF
THE CITY ARC LAMPS UNTIL THE
the
of
of
for
each
one
white
sweater
H
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
winning couple. At Its termination LOAD LIGHTENS ABOUT 9 P. M.
13
the prize was awarded to W. Gosche POWER USERS AND THOSE HAVn
mmui
iiim
.u.f iiij'n. ii iunmjwj.iwi,.i imwi
"inn mi.
nar and Miss Reed, whom the Judges ING SIGNS AND OUTSIDE LIGHTS
decided to be the most graceful cou ARE PARTICULARLY REQUESTED
pie. The Judges were Messrs.. J. P, TO BE ECONOMICAL DURING THE
tickets bought, solo Highland Rooming Mouse
THE HIGHLAND LIVER
Jones.lI. Post, lr. Alger. Ci H. Coin- FARLY EVENING.
THE
Anu LAunmuLU
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop
C HCIlim
Mnc U
stock and B. Bowles, and the decision THE ALBUQUERQUE GAS, ELECD.n
m.
I'ltvj.
ii 1. 1 ii li
riup.
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
Offlea
TRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.
Association
was reached by a process of eliminaSADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY,
Transactions
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
JUST
c
tion. After the first piece of music
ou
a pair of rubbers The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
Guaranteed
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
had been rendered four of the twelv some ofwill need
you
days
w
these
want
and
at special rates on week days.
couples were eliminated, after the to
RAILROAD AVE.
renumber that we have a full line Auto Phono 604.
No. 112 John St. RQSEKFIEl O S. I IB W. R. R. All8. New Building, New Furniture, Steam
second four more, after the third two of sizes
women-anfor
men,
children.
more leaving but two couples on the KelUble
Heat and Everything Connected
and reasonable prices.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADDiamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
floor, the prize going to the couple C. May squality
With the Place Brand New.
Bhot.
BEER
ROOT
314
COLD
Railstore,
GOOD
West
FEE'S
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
above named. A large and enthusi road avenue.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
STORE.
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
astic audience witnessed the contt

fO V

14 WEST

RA1LR0A DAVE

Jfr "C

C. M.

SpHlman Is

In

er

town from

COLD WEATHER SHOES
FOR WOMEN

A!bu-querqt-

"

le

H

Lcarnard

Lindemann

c,

H. HAHN

CO.

Coal and Coke

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

ea

The Railroad

See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

Carry a Large Line of

st

F. F. TROTTER

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

'

i

&IMJMQJ

Co.

The

NORTH FIRST STREET

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

ZKSll

h

'

2ti-in-

I

HARNESS

Peninsular
&

TINNINJ

WHITNEY COMPANY,

,1

ALBUOUERQUE

0

HARDWARE

EVERITT

Albuquerque,

iR.R.

Palace

Diamond

l.

d

E
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TfaisSt

in these day of progress the extreme of style
THAT carefully looked after and supplied by our
Stein-Bloc- h
tailors as are the conservative and the
medium models. If you seek an extra inch on your
sack, or a hand's breadth wider flare on your own coat
skirt, we can have it for you ready at hand and fitting
with the distinction that comes from highly developed
tailoring.

CASH PAID FOR LARGE AND
SMALL GRAIN SACKS.
E. W. FEE,
602604 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and tak. no other.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.
You need a pair of our Comfort
slippers in order to enjoy your evenings at homo to their fullest extent
KM or felt uppers In red, black, green
"r Drown, wun iur trimmings or
Plain. All sizes for men, women and
enuiiren. Prices run from 60c to
c. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Kallrond avenue.

run

f.

-- 3-

men s overcoats qiu, qi.ou, qit.uu, Alb.oU.
$20, $22.50, $25 and $27.

io, f

Lach Garment Worth More Than We Have Priced It.
f 19

Wett Gold
.J

.J. fy

EL. WASHBURN

CO.

12

acrid
tfy fy fy

RENT

1

h

-

SOLOMON

LL'NA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and

Manner

For the
Best Line of

3

t;i!S!ii!;i
yi tr,;:,

'!

r

Residence, 709 .West
Avenue. Apply mornings on
premises, or to Mrs. Dr. John F.
Pearce, 718 West Railroad avenue.
lie Woman's Exchange is the only
piaee in the city, where vou can al
ways buy home-cookgoods. Try our
Pies baked on paprus pie plates. Wo- man s Exchange, 401 West Hallroad

Gold
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

KREA!
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in Albuquerque
See Ours

avenue.

FEE'S GOOD. COLD ROOT BEER
DRUG STORE.

AT WALTON'S

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR.
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE"
ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST? t N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

MclMTOSH HARDWARE CO,

